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The flight of reading: Shifts in 

instruction, orchestration, and attitudes 
through classroom theatre 

They say the people could fly. Say that long ago in Africa, 
some of the people knew magic. And they would walk 
up on the air like climbin up on a gate. And they flew 
like blackbirds over the fields. Black. shiny wings flappin 
against the blue up there. 

Then, many of the people were captured for Slavery. 
The ones that could fly shed their wings. They couldn't 
take their wings across the water on the slave ships. Too 
crowded, don't you know. 

The folks were full of misery, then. Got sick with the 
up and down of the sea. So they forgot about flyin when 
they could no longer breathe the sweet scent of Africa. 

(p. 166, from The People Coz~ld F& by Virginia Hamilton. 
Text copyright 0 1985 by Virginia Hamilton. Reprinted by 
permission of Alfred A. Knopf. Inc.). 

Flight is a powerful metaphor in literature. From 
the wings of Icarus in Greek mythology to the soaring 
dreams of enslaved African Americans, flight is freedom, 
while melted wax and forgotten wings bring only 
heartache and misery. Flight is also associated with the 
reading of literature. Here the imagination takes flight, 
for books are often said to transport individuals in time, 
space, and affect (Wolf & Heath, 1992). 

The engaged reader shifts perspective from the real 
world to take on alternative ideas, actions, and emotions 
of those in the world of words. Yet, shifts in perspective 
and possibilities for flight are often limited to those who 
have positive and repeated access to text with ample op- 
portunities for expressing their interpretations through 
multiple symbolic systems. 

The fusion of old tales with new possibilities is a 
critical feature of this article, though here I focus not on 
a scene from African American folklore, but on an ethni- 
cally diverse urban classroom. The metaphor for the 
telling of this tale is also flight, but the story it surrounds 
is one of reading. This yearlong classroom study takes a 
careful look at a class of third- and fourth-grade children 
who were labeled as at risk for school failure. 

When I first met these children and their teacher, 
Natasha, the classroom reading instruction centered on 
round robin reading (traditional you read a page, I'll 
read a page oral reading). In Natasha's daily reading pro- 
gram, she gave the children (a) orientation questions pri- 
or to orally reading a page with a focus on new 
vocabulary, (b) guidance in decoding as a single child 
read a page, and (c) follow-up comprehension questions 
before proceeding to the next page and the next reader. 
Her reading instruction was marked by known-informa- 
tion questions (Cazden, 1988) and recounts that summa- 
rized past events (Heath, 19821, and the children's 
response to the instruction was markedly disengaged. 

Natasha's own reaction to the children's less-than- 
enthusiastic response was to seek out alternative meth- 
ods for her instruction, particularly in the area of drama, 
for when her children put on small plays in free time 
and on the playground she noted their enthusiasm for 
"hamming it up." Rather than sighs of resignation and 
complaints of '.Do we have to?", all typical of Natasha's 
call for "reading time," many of the children were eager 
to act. 
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THIS STCDY follows an ethnically diverse, third- and fourth-grade 
urban classroom of school-labeled remedial readers as they moved 
from their daily instruction in round robin reading to the construe-
tion of a classroom theatre in which they interpreted and performed 
literary text. Unlike most studies of drama in the classroom, here I fo- 
cus more on the shifts in decoding and comprehension than on lit- 
erary interpretation, argu~ng that this is an aspect of dramatic work 
rarely researched. Through participant observation, audio and video 
recording, artifacts, and interviews. I analyzed the patterns of chil- 
dren's reading over time. In this piece, reading is metaphorically 
compared to flight, emphasizing that shifts in the sense of what it 
means to be literate are often 11mited to those who have positive 
and repeated access to text with ample opportunities for expressing 

their understandings through multiple symbolic systems. These shifts 
are enhanced or limited by at least three components: teachers' in- 
structional strategies, children's orchestration of reading resources. 
and children's and teachers' attitudes toward reading. In this study. 
the children experienced the flight of reading-an experience that 
broadened instruction and available resources as well as changed 
attitudes from doubt to belief, if only for a short time. In their flight, 
the children achieved linguistic and physical wingspread as inter- 
pretations expanded to include negotiated and extended discussion 
enfolding personal experience, art, voice, and gesture. Most impor- 
tant, the children learned to shift perspectives not only to see them- 
selves as characters or as actors. but to see themselves as readen. 

El vuelo de la lectura: Cambios en la instruccidn, orquestacidn y actitudes en el teatro del aula 
ESTE ESTUDIO se ocupa del seguimiento de un curso de recu- 
peraci6n en lectura de ninos de tercero y cuarto grado, de origen 
etnico diverso, en el trinsito de la situacihn cotidiana de instruccihn 
en lectura a la construccihn de un teatro en el aula en el cual inter- 
pretaron un texto literario. A diferencia de la mayoria de 10s estudios 
sobre drama en el aula, enfoco el estudio mis en 10s cambios en 
decodificacion y comprension, que en interpretacion literaria, argu- 
mentando que este es un aspecto del trabajo dramatic0 pocas veces 
investigado, il traves de la obsenxion participante, grabaciones de 
audio y video, artefactos y entrevistas, analice 10s patrones de Iectura 
de 10s ninos en el tiempo. En este trabajo, la lectura se compara 
metaforlcamente con un vuelo, enfatizando que 10s cambios en la 
significacion del concept0 de alhbetizado, estan a menudo limitados 
a aquellos que tienen acceso positivo y frecuente al texto, con am- 
plias oportunidades para expresar su comprensi6n a traves de multi- 

ples sistemas simbolicos. Estos cambios son favorecidos o limitados 
al menos por tres componentes: las estrategias de ensenanza de 10s 
docentes. la orquestacibn de 10s recursos de la lectura por parte de 
10s ninos y las actitudes de 10s nifios y 10s docentes hacia la lectura. 
En este estudio, 10s ninos experimentaron el vuelo de la lectura, 
una experiencia que ampli6 la ensefianza y 10s recursos disponibles. 
y tambien cambio actitudes desde la duda a la creencia, aunque 
fuera por un corto tiempo. En su vuelo, 10s n ~ n o s  lograron ex- 
pandirse l~nguistica y fisicamente, a1 tiempo que sus interpretaciones 
se ampliaron para incluir la discusibn extendida y negociada referi- 
da a la experiencia personal, el arte. la voz y el gesto. Mas impor- 
tante a h ,  10s ninos aprendieron a cambiar perspectivas no s61o para 
verse como personajes o como actores, sino tambien para verse 
como lectores. 

Lesen wie im Fluge: Abwechslungen durch Anweisungen, Ausfuhrungen und Verbaltensweisen durch 
Schauspielen im Klassenraum 

DIESE STUDIE verfolgt eine ethnisch vielseitige dritte und vierte 
stadtische Klasse von schulse~tig bezeichneten hilfsbedhrftigen 
Lesern, wie sie aus ihrer taglichen Leseunterrichtsrunde in die 
Gestaltung eines Klassenraumschauspieles ubemechselten, wobei sie 
Lesetexte interpretierten und vortrugen. Anders als bei den meisten 
Studien vom Schauspielen in1 Klassenraum konzentriere ich hier 
mehr auf die Verschiebungen irn Entziffern und Begreifen als auf 
literarische Auslegung, indem ich argumentiere, da13 dies ein kaum 
erforschter Gesichtspunkt der schauspielerischen Arbeit ist. Durch die 
Beobachtung der Teiinehmer, Audio- und Videoaufnahmen, darstel- 
lerische Hilfsmittel und Befragen analysierte ich uber einen Zeitraum 
die Lesemerkmale von Kindern. In diesem hufsatz wird das Lesen 
sinnbildlich mit dem Fliegen verglichen, wobei betont wird, da13 
Verschiebungen in dem Sinne was es bedeutet belesen zu sein, oft- 
mals begrenzt sind auf jene, die begunstigten und wiederholten 
Zugang zu Texten mit reichlichen ,Iloglichkeiten der Ausdrucksforrn 

haben, um ihr Verstandnis durch vielseitige symbolische Systeme 
auszudrucken. Diese Verschiebungen sind verstarkt oder begrenzt 
durch wenigstens drei Komponenten: Anweisungsstrategien der 
Lehrer. Gestaltung von Lesemitteln durch die Kinder, und die innere 
Einstellung zum Lesen von Kindern und Lehrern. In dieser Studie er- 
leben die Kinder das Lesen wie im Fluge-+ine Erfahrung, welche die 
Anweisungen und verfugbaren Mittel ausdehnte, sowie die innere 
Haltung von Bedenken zu Oberzeugung anderte, wenn auch nur fur 
eine kurze Zeit. In ihrem ,'Flug" erreichten die Kinder eine linguistis- 
che und physikaiische "Flugelspanne", wahrend Interpretationen sich 
erweiterten, unter Einbezug von erorterten und ausgedehnten 
Diskussionen. welche personiiche Erfahrung, Kunstverstandnis. 
Stimme und Ausdruck entfalteten. Am wichtigsten jedoch ist, daR 
die Kinder lernten, Perspektiven zu verschieben, nicht nur um sic11 
selbst als Charaktere oder als Schauspieler zu sehen. sondern sich 
selbst als Leser zu sellen. 
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Le voyage de la lecture :changements depbdagogie, d'orcbestration, et d'attitudes au moyen d'une 
chsse de the'btre 

CETTE ~ T L D Esuit une classe urbaine, heterogene sur le plan eth- 
nique, d'eleves de troisieme et quatrieme annee etiquetes comme 
ClPves en difflculte, lors de leur passage d'une pedagogie oil cha- 
cun lit chaque jour et a son tour i une pedagogie de construction 
d'une classe theitre dans laquelle ils interpr6tent et realisent un texte 
litteraire. A la difference de ce qui se passe la plupart du temps 
quand on etudie une piece de theitre en classe, je me centre da- 
vantage ici sur les changements de decodage et de comprehension 
que sur l'interpretation litteraire, en considerant que c'est un aspect 
peu etudie du travail theitral. En procedant par observation partici- 
pante, enregistrement audio et video, fabrication d'objets et entre- 
tiens, j'ai anaiyse les structures de lecture des enFants au cours du 
temps. Dans cette p ike ,  la lecture est comparee metaphoriquement 
a un voyage. en soulignant que les changements de ce que signifie 
savoir lire-ecrire sont souvent limites i ceux qui ont un acces positif 
et repete au texte et de nombreuses occasions d'exprimer leur com- 

prehension par de multiples systemes symboliques. Ces change- 
ments sont encourages ou freines par au moins trois composantes : 

les strategies pedagogiques des enseignants, l'orchestration des 
ressources de lecture par les enfants, et les attitudes des enfants et 
des enseignants envers la lecture. Dans cette etude, les enfants ont 
fait l'experience du voyage de la lecture-une experience qui a elar- 
gi I'enseignement et les ressources disponibles, fait passer les atti- 
tudes du doute a la croyance. fut-ce pour un temps limite. Dans 
leur voyage, les enfants ont progresse du point de nle  linguistique et 
physique au fur et imesure que les interpretations s'etendaient pour 
inclure une discussion negociee et etendue prenant en compte ex- 
perience personnelle, art, voix, et geste. Le plus important est que les 
enfants ont appris i changer leurs representations d'eux-memes non 
seulement en tant que personnages ou en pant qu'acteurs, mais aus- 
si en tant que lecteurs. 

mailto:%?&TC7)@fl#EBLT!2,%$l&?j@
mailto:DJ&'3f%@f1%%lC=%C.~T
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In our own conversations, I talked with her about 
the potential of drama to engage children in both mind 
and body in the interpretive reading of text. This sugges- 
tion was based on research I had done in children's the- 
atre, but neither Natasha nor I were qualified to lead the 
children in their drama work. Together, we enlisted the 
help of Bill, a high school drama teacher working on his 
Ph.D.. who introduced the children to classroom the- 
atre-a blend of creative drama and Readers Theatre 
that has much in common with regular theatre (Wolf, 
Edmiston. & Enciso, 1997). 

In Bill's subsequent instruction, he offered the chil- 
dren opportunities to (a) participate in theatre games to 
exercise their voices and bodies as well as build concen- 
tration, and (b) collaboratively produce theatrical inter- 
pretations of selected scenes in published texts. He 
encouraged the children to think like actors, using the 
technical vocabulary and the strategies of those on the 
stage-marking their scripts to note body movement and 
intonation, arranging for a prompter if needed, and run- 
ning their lines repeatedly, though they enacted the final 
performance with handheld scripts. 

Thus, with the help of a drama teacher who intro- 
duced classroom theatre to the children under study and 
the commitment of a classroom teacher interested in try- 
ing out alternative methods of reading instruction, I ana- 
lyzed the process of social change as the participants 
constructed a theatre in the classroom. This was the cen- 
tral question of the study: What kinds of interpretive be- 
haviors (e.g., language, movement, stance toward 
stories) arise in round robin reading and how might 
these behaviors shift with the introduction of classroom 
theatre? 

Although the answers to this question turned out 
to be somewhat comparative in nature (contrasting the 
two instructional techniques), in many ways a compari- 
son sets up a straw man argument. Round robin reading 
is roundly discredited in the research literature. A brief 
but insightful example from Cox and Zarrillo (1993) ex- 
plained, "There is one way of reading a core book that 
guarantees boredom and turns the experience into a 
chore: round robin reading .... This is a practice that no 
authority recommends, including those who write and 
promote basal readers" (p. 107). Still, round robin read- 
ing was what Natasha and her children did before Bill 
and I arrived. 

Our introduction of classroom theatre was an inter- 
vention, purposefully constructed to see if we could 
move a group of relatively dispirited, struggling readers 
into engagement with literature. While it is widely ac- 
knowledged that a central purpose of school is to con- 
nect children with literary text, how to do it remains a 
question of debate (Beach & Hynds, 1991; Chall, Jacobs. 

& Baldwin, 1990). This research was designed to encour- 
age dramatic interpretation of text so that the children 
could learn to negotiate among texts, their own ideas, 
and other players' interpretations as well. 

Still, a caveat is in order before I proceed. At this 
point, the reader might expect an exploration of the chil- 
dren's enactment of text with a thorough explanation of 
the plays they ultimately performed. But that is not the 
case in this article. Elsewhere, I have carefully document- 
ed the children's classroom theatre literary interpretations 
and enactments (Wolf, 1993, 1994. 1995: Wolf et al., 
1997), concentrating on the 10 sessions that Bill led which 
culminated in a final perfomlance for schoolmates and 
family members. The focus was on children as actors, crit- 
ics, and characters as they experienced the creative and 
critical features of a dramatic curriculum, learning to shift 
perspective from self to other through voice, physical ac- 
tion, and connection to other characters. 

In this article, however, the children as decoders 
and comprehenders will be in the foreground with their 
roles as interpreters of text in the background. This is not 
to say that reading does not entail, indeed require, a bal- 
ance between substantive, socially constructed conversa- 
tions about literature (e.g., Eeds & Wells. 1989) with the 
ability to make "inferences important to the coherence" 
of text (Pearson & Fielding, 1991, p. 824) as well as the 
skills to independently unlock the black and white on the 
page (e.g., Juel, 1991). All are needed. Still, in the light of 
ongoing debates among reading researchers (see, e.g.. 
Smith, 1997) as well as in the public's oft repeated calls 
for back to basics, I believe it is critical to assess how in- 
novations in drama, which lend themselves well to rich 
interpretive work, can also influence children's abilities to 
decode and comprehend what they read. 

If we are to make convincing arguments for alter- 
native instructional strategies, then I believe we need to 
see how teachers like Natasha, who was fairly attached 
to a traditional round robin reading approach, and chil- 
dren like the 17 school-wise and turned-off kids she 
taught, come to rethink how they view reading. 

The opening metaphor of this article is critical to 
my argument. Not only was the reading of Z3e People 
Could Fly (Hamilton, 1985) an instrumental turning point 
in moving the children from the tepid basal stories they 
routinely read to the possibilities of talking about and 
acting out literature, it became a metaphor for the magic 
that is lost to children when they view reading as the en- 
emy. Traditional instruction, particularly an instructional 
strategy like round robin reading, has little potential to 
lift children off the ground. Yet, flight is possible if chil- 
dren are given the opportunities to construct their own 
wings and experience the sensation of being able to 
read text fluently, with sound comprehension and rich 
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interpretation that arises from myriad conversations 
about potential meanings. 

In the following section, I offer a theoretical frame- 
work for the study and outline three components that 
play critical roles in learning to read: (a) the teachers' in- 
structional strategies, (b) children's orchestration of the 
multiple resources involved in reading, and (c) teachers' 
and children's attitudes toward reading. Next, I introduce 
the players and their scene as well as discuss data collec- 

,tion and analysis. In subsequent sections, I follow the 
development of the components for the children begin- 
ning with (a) the period prior to the introduction of 
classroom theatre, (b) through the period of classroom 
theatre, until (c) after the completion of the classroom 
theatre sessions. I close with a reflective discussion. 

Theoretical framework and components of reading 
Bringing theatre to the classroom is not a new idea. 

Creative dramatics have been a part of American class- 
room life since the 19th century when midcentury in- 
struction emphasized expressive oral interpretation, 
marked not simply by memorization and repetition, but 
by analysis and meaning-making (Heath, 1991; Robinson, 
Faraone, Hittleman, & Unruh, 1990). Yet, today, although 
there is a strong match between current reading theorists 
and experts in drama, children who are labeled at risk 
are often limited to traditional reading instruction with an 
emphasis on skill and drill (Allington, 1991; Shepard, 
1991). Drama is a frill, an extracurricular activity to be ex- 
plored only after the basics are mastered. 

Even when such labeled children spend a fair 
amount of their time with texts, their connections are of- 
ten superficial with few opportunities for immersion, col- 
laborative interpretation, or enactment. In the spirit of 
engaging children holistically in the full range of lan- 
guage uses, however, some educators have begun to ar- 
gue for informed and sensitive uses of drama for such 
labeled children (e.g ., Enciso & Edmiston, 1997). 

Studies of classroom theatre that include a sus- 
tained view of children's growth in text understanding 
and their ability to negotiate plans among themselves, 
around potential audiences, and with actual written text 
are rare. Most discussions of drama center on its possi- 
bilities for enhancing an appreciation of literature as well 
as its emphasis on oral interpretation, but few of these 
very generalized claims are substantiated by research 
(Robertson, 1990; Sloyer, 1982). 

Even rarer are studies that focus on what happens 
to children's decoding and comprehension when they 
interact with text in dramatic ways (for example, see the 
unpublished dissertation of Mayberry, 1975, cited in 
Winegarden, 1978). Typically classroom drama is noted 
for its ability to help children learn .,about specific con- 

texts and issues [such as] ...understanding an event in his- 
tory [andl interpreting or elaborating on a character or 
situation in literature" (O'Neill, 1994, p. 4071, not on how 
children can learn to be fluent decoders of text. 

The theoretical framework for this study began 
with an emphasis on theories of reader response (partic- 
ularly Rosenblatt, 1991, who argued that readers' life ex- 
periences shape their textual understandings); theories of 
social constructivism (leaning heavily on the work of 
Bakhtin, 1981, and Vygotsky, 1978, who emphasized that 
meaning is socially negotiated and mediated through 
multiple sign systems); and finally, theories of nonverbal 
communication (especially the work of Stanislavski, 
1961, who expressed the belief that interpretation de- 
pends not only on an analysis of the inner life of a text, 
but on the external physical action that accompanies the 
words and demonstrates meaning to others). 

While these theories grounded the study as a 
whole, other research literature was more helpful in un- 
derstanding the particular results of what happened to 
Natasha and her children as they began the year with 
round robin reading and then experienced the influence 
of classroom theatre. 

Thus, the theoretical framework for this article 
emerged not as the original guiding force, but as a way 
of explaining (a) Natasha's instructional strategies over 
the course of the year, (b) the children's orchestration of 
available resources for reading, and (c) the influence of 
Natasha's and her children's attitudes on reading and 
academic work in general. These three components form 
a triangle; each component touches on the others and 
affects and is affected by their interrelationship. Although 
this section and those to follow separate out these com- 
ponents for organizational purposes, in reality they can- 
not be separated. 

Teaching, learning, and attitudes all lean on and 
shape one another. Teachers' instructional choices effec- 
tively operationalize children's views of how to orches- 
trate reading processes, and these in turn bring children 
to form attitudes about reading. Conversely, children's 
attitudes flow back through their orchestration to teach- 
ers' instructional strategies, influencing teachers' attitudes 
about how to guide children through the reading 
process. 

Instrz~ctional strategies 
Textbooks designed for teachers and theoretical ar- 

ticles on reading have changed in recent years with the 
revolution in cognitive psychology and the influence of 
social constructivists. Educators currently see reading as 
active, socially negotiated, strategic, and based on multi- 
ple knowledge sources. They describe instruction that 
promotes this view of reading in promising prose, while 
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more traditional techniques are portrayed in less flatter- 
ing description (e.g., Raphael & Hiebert, 1996). 

While criticism of skill and drill instruction is ap- 
propriate, what can't be forgotten is that teachers today 
are often the victims of past research. While research is 
rapidly highlighting new discoveries, teachers are left 
with the artifacts of less current understandings-text- 
books, workbooks, and standardized tests-which are 
a part of their professional socialization. Instructional 
strategies that may seem naive or misguided were often 
touted in the past and resulted in the kinds of packaged 
programs that are so highly lamented though still used 
today. 

One result of packaged programs, emphasizing 
skill, drill, and fill-in-the-blank, and their partner in stan- 
dardized testing has been the emergence of a particular 
register known as teacher talk (Heath, 1978). When this 
talk centers on reading and comprehension of text, chil- 
dren are often asked to answer direct questions that are 
then evaluated according to a known answer already 
held in the mind of the adult. This Initiation-Reply- 
Evaluation pattern (Cazden, 1988) is common to reading 
groups in the elementary grades; the children's answers 
are evaluated according to the match with the answer in 
the teacher's manual. 

In the later grades the pattern continues, aligning 
adolescents' answers with the accepted interpretations 
found in assorted guides to literature. The singularity 
and uniformity of possibility are often in direct contrast 
with current understandings of and suggestions for the 
teaching of reading, particularly low-level questions that 
focus on memory. Still, depending on its purposes, the 
pattern can be useful in providing information and guid- 
ing children toward socially acceptable classroom prac- 
tices (Wells, 1993). 

Roehler and Duffy (1991), however, advocated 
more effective teacher actions when giving information: 
"Ekplanationsare explicit teacher statements about what 
is being learned ..., why and when it will be used ..., and 
how it is used [while] modeling is what teachers do to 
show students how to do a curricular task" (pp. 867-868, 
emphasis in the original). The modeling of tasks and the 
talk surrounding demonstrations lead students to under- 
stand and act on the cognitive and social processes in- 
volved in the construction of learning. 

Teachers mediate student learning by asking higher 
level questions that concentrate on the students' con- 
structions of meaning-the why and what if as opposed 
to the what and where (Wolf, Mieras, & Carey, 1996). 
They also gradually release the responsibility (Pearson & 
Fielding, 1991) of question-asking to their students, en- 
couraging them to construct queries based on their own 
interests and concerns (Commeyras & Sumner, 1995). 

Orchestration of resources 
Explicit explanation, modeling, high-level ques- 

tions, and release of responsibility lead us to a second 
component of reading-the student's orchestration of 
multiple resources. As students learn to read they call on 
various resources: (a) book handling knowledge (Clay, 
19911, (b) understanding of text structure (Stein & Glenn, 
1979) and grammatical structure (Bussis, Chittenden, 
Amarel, & Klausner, 19851, (c) word recognition and de- 
coding (Ehri, 1991), and (d) content background knowl- 
edge (Beach & Hynds, 1991). 

Although Bussis et al. (1985) outlined slightly dif- 
ferent resources, their definition of reading is "the act of 
orchestrating diverse knowledge in order to construct 
meaning from text while maintaining reasonable fluency 
and ...accountability to the information contained in writ- 
ing'' (p. 71). They emphasized the balance of these re- 
sources and suggested that proficiency in reading 
depends on control of the orchestration process as well 
as momentum: 

Children's ability to read words accurately and 
fluently...often improved within a given reading perfor- 
mance, as they gained familiarity with the text and were 
better able to orchestrate multiple cues from story line, 
grammar, vocabulary, and rhythm of the writing .... Some 
children struck a rough balance between attention to mo- 
mentum and word accuracy from the beginning of learn- 
ing. and they maintained that balance as they became 
more proficient. Other children started by investing most 
of their energy in accurate word identification. Their 
progress toward proficiency was marked by an increasing 
concern for momentum in reading. (pp. 144-1451 

Thus, for Bussis and her colleagues, the orchestration 
process is the balance of knowledge, accountability 
(word accuracy), and anticipation (momentum/fluen-
cyl-a tripartite model that helps us understand what 
happens as children orchestrate individual cognitive re- 
sources to read text aloud. However, the primary data 
were recordings of individual children reading to an 
adult. The analytic focus was on the childladult interac- 
tion, as well as the child's story investment, self-monitor- 
ing, problem solving, and verbal expression. The present 
study strengthens the model by adding social negotiation 
between peers and nonverbal interpretation to the or- 
chestration. Reading is not solely dependent on what 
happens in the head, but on the interaction of people as 
they discuss possibilities and express their interpretations 
through both verbal and nonverbal means. 

Attitudes tozcard reading 
A third component of reading vital to this study 

stresses children's attitudes toward reading, which are di- 
rectly connected to the instruction children receive and 
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their mastery of orchestration processes. These in turn 
flow back into the teachers' attitudes, which are formed 
not only by their professional socialization but by their 
perceptions of the children they teach. Since the focus 
of schooling is on mastery, with a particular emphasis on 
reading, when difficulties appear, attitudes can plummet. 

As Daneman (1991) explained, "People who are 
unskilled at reading are ...severely handicapped in their 
ability to acquire information from written text. Nowhere 
is their handicap more evident than in academic settings, 
where reading is the major medium for acquiring knowl- 
edge and skills" (p. 512). Thus, the continual emphasis 
on the importance of reading can create an environment 
where once children start to fail they build expectations 
for future failure. 

The idea of expectations is critical to understanding 
how children approach difficult tasks. Dweck and 
Bempechat (1983) tied expectations to children's theo- 
ries of intelligence. Children with an entity theory ,'tend 
to view intelligence as an attribute they possess that is 
relatively global and stable, that can be judged as ade- 
quate or inadequate, and that is both limited and limit- 
ing" while children with an incremental theory "view 
intelligence as something they produce-something with 
great potential to be increased through their efforts" (p. 
244). The child working from an entity theory concen- 
trates on "looking smart," while the child who works 
from an incremental theory focuses on .'becoming 
smarter" (p. 24 j ) .  Thus, the child can respond to the 
challenge of reading with either avoidance or persis- 
tence-with either doubt or belief. 

Dweck and Bempechat (1983) suggested that some 
teachers have an entity orientation for their students. 
They define children according to the labels given, and 
when their students are not categorized as smart, teach- 
ers still want their children to feel smalit. Within an .,enti- 
ty" orientation, teachers try to protect their children from 
mistakes, believing that untarnished success would con- 
vince children of their intelligence. Unfortunately, this 
creates even more problems in the long run. As Dweck 
and Bempechat argue: 

Yet it is precisely this regime of programmed success that 
has been shown to be ineffective in promoting persis- 
tence, and to foster, if anything. greater debilitation in the 
face of obstacles .... In such an environment, or in other 
environments that do not protect them, these children 
would be likely to interpret setbacks as failure .... It may 
also be the case that when these children do encounter 
obstacles or commit errors, teachers are apt to gloss over 
the errors or supply the answer in a well-meant attempt 
to prevent discomfort. (p. 251) 

Conversely, teachers working from an incremental view 
guide children through difficult challenges, rather than 
avoid them. They interpret children's understandings in 
terms of potentialities and create places to highlight chil- 
dren's expertise in lieu of their limitations. Indeed, their 
efforts are not focused on helping children feel smart, but 
rather creating opportunities for children to get smart. 

Method 
In the following sections, I provide a description 

of study participants and classroom setting as well as the 
methods of data collection and analysis. 

Pan'icipants and setting 
The names of the children, the teacher, the theatre 

director, and the school are pseudonyms. The site for 
this study was a classroom of third and fourth graders in 
an ethnically diverse urban setting. Their school records 
and classroom behaviors revealed that most children had 
few opportunities to engage in analytical text interpreta- 
tion through either class discussion or performance. 
Throughout their primary school experiences many had 
been pulled out and tracked into school-labeled remedi- 
al classrooms that placed a strong emphasis on basic 
skills. However, their teacher, Natasha, whose elemen- 
tary teacher training included an emphasis on work with 
special children, was eager to see the interpretive 
processes of her students broadened. 

Natasha's classroom was somewhat unusual be- 
cause of federal requirements for Resource Specialist 
Program (RSP) designated children. As a certified RSP 
teacher, Natasha was expected to follow federal guide- 
lines for children who had tested significantly below 
grade level in two or more content areas. Although her 
school's restructuring was designed to provide heteroge- 
neous ability classrooms, Natasha had an above average 
number of special program children. Of the 17 children 
in her class, 11 had been retained at some point in their 
primary school career, 7 qualified for Chapter 1 help, 6 
had confidential files located at the district guidance cen- 
ter, and 4 were fully qualified for RSP programs, al- 
though an additional 4 had been tested for RSP status 
at some time in their school careers. 

The children's profiles with information on ethnici- 
ty, predominant home language, and parents present at 
home, as well as special programs and retention infor- 
mation appear in Table 1.  

The class profile provided is only the barest outline 
of the children, but the facts here are representative of 
the information found in the students' permanent school 
records, which also include positive teacher comments 
of encouragement and insight as well as worries about 
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Table 1 

Name 

Tomis 
Stella 
Bart 
Jen-el 
Henry 
Catallna 
Elena 
Renu 
Bol>hy 
Saul 
%Panuel 
Greg 
Mickey 
Tl-rone 
Dan 
Ral-i 
hlaia 

Class profile 

Ethnic 
affiliation 

Latino 

Caucasian 

Caucasian 


.4frican American 

Caucasian 


Latina 

Latina/Filipina 


Indian 

Caucasian 


Latino 

Latino 


Caucasian 

Caucasian 


Fllipino 

Caucasian 


Indian 

African American 


Language of Parents 
the home at home 

English ?"lo111 
English Both 
English Both 
Engllsh Both 
English Both 
Spanish hlom 
Engllsh Both 

Hindi English hlom 
English Both 

Span~sh, English ?"lo111 
Spanish English Both 

English Both 
English Both 

Tagalog: English hlom 
English ?"lo111 

Hindi, English Both 
English~Spanish hlom 

k t ~ESL = English '15 a wcond 1:lng~lage: I.EP = 11mlted English profic~ent: SP = speech & I~ngudge.  LD 

Special ?-ear 
programs retained 

-

-

RSP 

Chl  


Chl .  RSP 

ESL. SP. LD 


TI 

Chl  


CGF. Chl .  RSP 

ESL. Chl  


CGF. ESL. SP. LEP 

CGF. RSP 


CGF. Chl .  TI. RSP 

RSP. ESL 


CGF 

ESL. CGF. RSP. SP. Chl 


RSP 


= learning dlvalxllt). CGF = contidentidl guidance folder. Chl = 

Chapter 1: TI = Title I.  KSP = resource spec~tllst p r o g ~ t m  

continued absenteeism, social problems, and academic 
difficulties. 

My own relationship with the school began in 1986 
in connection with a university research and teacher 
training project. During this time I worked with both the 
teachers and the principal, providing instruction in read- 
ing techniques and following selected teachers' transla- 
tions of the strategies into classroom practice. After 
leaving the project in 1989. I maintained my connections 
with the school and was in\.ited to conduct several 
workshops for teachers on children's literature, writing 
instruction, and multicultural education. The work from 
1986 through 1989 was unrelated to the present study. 
However, in a workshop I conducted during the 1989/90 
school year, I met Natasha for the first time. 

In a discussion of the capacity of literature to help 
children reflect on their own world, Natasha told a story 
of her own classroom's experience with literature. She 
explained that many of the children in her class were 
foster children and were often shuffled around from 
home to home. Some of them had been in four and five 
foster honles by the time they reached her class. She 
said that the children were reticent to talk about their ex- 
periences until she read them l%ePinballs (Byars, 19771, 
the story of neglected children placed in a foster home. 
One child in the story describes their state as being "just 
like pinballs. Somebody put in a dime and punched a 
button and out we come, ready or not, and settled in the 
same groove" (p. 29). 

Natasha spoke passionately of her children's reso- 
nance with the story in the discussion that followed. She 
was convinced that opening up literary worlds for chil- 
dren who had been labeled as nonreaders was critical to 
their school experience. But she also stated that she didn't 
know how to make the connection between children and 
books on a daily basis-she characterized herself as also 
being stuck in a groove, between what she wanted to ac- 
complish and what she felt were the constraints of having 
so many struggling readers. When I talked with her about 
my work in children's theatre, she became intrigued with 
its potential for drawing children into literature. 

In the beginning of the following year Natasha and 
I decided to introduce classroom theatre to her new 
class. She was especially pleased with the match be- 
tween the drama possibilities I described and her partic- 
ular group of children. She explained that her children 
were already creating their own plays, which they per- 
formed for the class, but their plays never centered on 
literature. Instead, the children performed impro\.isations 
on horror mo\.ies and rock songs (see Wolf, 1994). 
While she glowingly described their energetic perfor- 
mances, she admitted that the children had a tendency 
to "get a little wild" and worried about the subject matter 
that routinely included scenes of death and carnage. 

Thus, she was eager to work with the theatre di- 
rector and me, and her only stipulation was that there be 
a culnlinating performance by the children for the school 
in order to "give sonlething back to the community" 
(9128190; all dated quotes are from transcripts of audio- 
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taped conversations and classroom interactions). 
Throughout the study, she was quite open to my pres- 
ence in the classroom. She wrote a letter of support to 
convince parents to let their children participate in the 
project, rearranged the class schedule on days when I 
needed to interview children, and sacrificed lunch hours 
to plan upcoming classroom theatre sessions and answer 
nly questions. She was equally supportive of the theatre 
director, granting him the authority to lead the class and 
encouraging the children to take advantage of his exper- 
tise and enthusiasm. 

Bill, the theatre director who led the 10 classroom 
theatre sessions, was an actor and had been a high 
school drama teacher for 22 years. During the study, he 
began each classroonl theatre session with a vocal and 
physical warm-up, followed by story analysis and script 
writing, performance, and evaluation. Following 
Natasha's advice, Bill began with excerpts from the basal 
reader, using stories that the children had already read in 
class. Each week he came with a prepared excerpt from 
the textbook-a script that the children could follow. 

But Bill quickly found ways for the children to 
rewrite the scripts, either by changing the gender of the 
characters, adding creative episodes, or writing new end- 
ings for the script. From this supportive beginning, he 
placed increasing emphasis on the children's decision- 
making roles, ultimately inviting them to select their own 
texts and prepare their own scripts. 

My own role as a participant observer was also 
critical to the study, though the weight on participation 
and observation shifted depending on the day's events. 
During the classroom theatre sessions I was more of a 
participant. Though I was a former classroom teacher as 
well as a researcher who had studied drama, my under- 
standings were no match to Bill's expertise so my partici- 
pation was best characterized by following Bill's lead in 
his classroom theatre direction and the children in their 
in~aginative ideas for interpretation. I volunteered my 
opinions and told stories that stemmed from my own ex- 
perience, but I was still a learner with numerous ques- 
tions and comments on the life of the classroom. 

On the other hand, my role as an observer was 
strongest during Natasha's reading instruction. Through- 
out the entire year, when Natasha led the class in read- 
ing I sat at one of the desks with the children and 
observed, nlonitoring my audio equipment and taking 
field notes. Though the 10 classroom theatre sessions 
were brief in the context of an entire school year, they 
were quite influential. Thus, I wanted to observe both 
the consistencies and changes in Natasha's instruction 
and the children's responses as they learned more and 
more about classroom theatre. This role was more typi- 
cal of the kind of stance that Dyson (1997) took when 

she observed children, describing herself as ,.regularly 
present, unobtrusive, quiet, and too 'busy' to help chil- 
dren with their work, but never too busy to smile, ac- 
knowledge their presence, and say .hi"' (p. 25) .  

As I watched, worked, and played in the classroom, 
I tried to shift perspective-to nlove from researcher and 
educator to take on the role of child, teacher, director, 
actor, and artist. Through the Inany voices I have tried to 
articulate here, my own voice was subdued, but not qui- 
et. In the theatre of the classroom, I was both researcher 
and actor, for as Bruner (1986) explained: 

Acting appears to be very much like doing ethnography. 
in that actors cannot just ,,become" characters, for if they 
were to forget themselves completely they could no 
longer act. The actor, then, must be half in and half 
out, a predicament characterized so well by Thoreau. 
Ethnographers. too. must be deeply enough involved in 
the culture to understand it, but uninvolved to the point 
where they can communicate effectively to their col- 
leagues. Both acting and ethnography are reflexive in the 
attention given to the self in the en-act-ment. (p. 29) 

Procedz~re 
Data collection. I collected data for this study twice 

each week throughout a full academlc year, integrating 
participant observation with audio- and videotape 
recording, supplemented by site documents (e.g., school 
records) as well as several informal interviews with all 
study participants. I observed and recorded the children 
during Natasha's regular reading instruction and the 10 
classroom theatre sessions led by Bill. 

In the fall I observed Natasha's reading instruction 
to establish an understanding of what existed in the class 
prior to the introduction of classroom theatre. Beginning 
in October I read stories to the children once a week. 
During these half-hour reading sessions the children, 
Natasha, and I briefly discussed the stories as well as 
ideas for possible enactment. 

Bill's classroom theatre sessions began in 
December and extended through mid-April. He began 
with introductory activities in classroom theatre and cul- 
minated in a final performance of trade book texts se- 
lected, interpreted, and enacted by the children for 
parents and peers. During the preparations for the per- 
formance, I conducted formal interviews with all of the 
children regarding their interpretations of character and 
scene. After the performance, I also conducted formal 
interviews with teams of players-reviewing the perfor- 
mance videotape with the children and asking then1 to 
analyze their interpretive decisions. In addition, I visited 
the classroom to observe and to note possible carry-over 
or continuation activities from classroom theatre as com- 
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pliments to round robin reading. 
Throughout my data collection, the children were 

less subjects than participants. They volunteered to stay 
in at recess to discuss classroom events, kept reflective 
journals of their thoughts, helped me operate the tape 
recorder and video camera, collected artifacts, and asked 
for updates on how my research was coming along. 
They tried to help me sort out the difficulties of getting 
as much data as possible: 

Henry: 	 Now, since you said ...y ou just set the camera on 
a group and t n  to pick up  stuff. and you can't al- 
ways hear 'em. how 'bout if you like, set it on  
one person. you put the tape recorder in the 
same place, and you also write it down? Then 
you'll get it all. 

Shelby: What a neat idea. I usually carry the tape 
recorder with me wherever I go, so that . . .my 
field notes will match what the tape recorder 
says. But I w o r n  that while I'm working ~vi th  
one group [in classroom theatre]. I'm missing 
what the other groups are doing. And I'm just 
tr).ing to pick up as ~ n u c h  as I can. 

Bobby: It's really good to have three-like your field 
notes, and the camers, and the tape recorder. 
'cause if the tape and the tape recorder get 
smashed. then you won't have that, but you still 
hsve the csmera and the book. 

Shelby: Thst's right. U I ~ ,  that's n.hy ...a researcher has a 
tendency to try- to back themselves ~ i p  in every 
way that they can. And we're backed up  not only 
by my field notes. the tspe recorder, and the 
camera. but by your journal entries ...Pandl the 
small i n t e ~ i e w s  that I conduct at recess some- 
times, like if you remember Manuel. the day you 
and Bart, and. .  . 

Jen-el: And me. Alaia, and Bobby. 

Shelby: And Jewel and Maia talked to me about class- 
room theater. There n.as a dsy n,hen some of the 
girls stsyed in. So there are so many ...sources of 
data, that, when I put it a11 together. I hsve a 
pretty good picture. 


Jemel It comes Into s good story 


Shelby: Ya. It comes into a stor).. (3/15'91) 


The children were keenly interested in potential research 
problems and were willing to brainstorm alternative so- 
lutions nrit11 me. Their willingness to help me through 
inten.ien7s, journal writing, and technical assistance 
showed their positive attitudes not only for the class- 
room theatre activities. but for the research in general. 

Data ana[ysis.Jen,e13s comment that the research 
in which she was a part would e\,entually culminate in a 
"good story" aligns with what Denzin (1994) called "the 
art of interpretation." 

In telling a story, the author attempts to weave a text that 
re-creates for the reader the real world that was studied. 
Subjects, including their actions. experiences, words. in- 
tentions, and meanings, are then anchored inside this 
world as the author presents experience-near, experience- 
distant, local, and scientific theories of it. (p. 507) 

The use of the word story, however. does not equate re- 
search writing with fiction. Instead, the word reminds 
the reader that .,all texts are biased productions" that can 
"ah-ays be told (inscribed) in different ways ...[and that] 
the interpretive criteria that an author employs may be 
questioned, and the logic of the text that is assembled 
may be called into doubt" (p. 507). 

One way to hold doubt at bay is to delineate the 
analytic decision rules, to show the reader how the story 
was constructed. This methodological middle ground is 
an attempt to answer Schvandt's (1994) "deceptix-ely 
simple" question: "What is an adequate warrant for a 
subjectively tnediated account of intersubjective mean- 
ing?" (p.  130). Thus, this section provides the warrant for 
the presentation of this story. 

My analysis began with a summarization of class- 
room field notes, itnrnersion in audio- and videotaped 
data, and preliminary identification of potential patterns, 
followed by selective transcription of the audiotapes. A 
key concept in data analysis, and certainly in my own 
decision n~les,  is selectivity. No researcher, no matter 
how open, enters the field n-ithout some theoretical and 
analytical frames for interpretation. In the case of field 
notes alone, selectivity is often equated with bias. and 
the researcher must beware of the "problem of prerna- 
ture typification" (Erickson. 1986. p. 144). 

Making decisions too quickly on what counts as 
data and where it fits in the overall pattern can often re- 
sult in a narrow or distorted vision of the field. The use 
of machine recording, howe\,er, helps to counteract pre- 
mature selectivity, allowing the researcher to review 
recorded events again and again, and explore events in 
depth (especially when trying to match linguistic, par- 
alinguistic. and extralinguistic communicative elements). 

Selectivity is an ongoing process. When the re- 
searcher accumulates extended and repetitive reams of 
field notes and reels of tape. Heath (1989) suggested se- 
lective transcription-making careful, grounded deci- 
sions on what and how much to transcribe. This 
approach makes sense with the additional intensity of 
microanalysis. The research literature is rich nrit11 exten- 
sive analyses of short splices of life (e.g.. Sacks's 1974 
analysis of a joke and McDermott, Gospodinoff. & Aron's 
1978 dissection of 11 minutes of a reading group, high- 
lighted by a "fine grained analysis of one three-second 
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strip of behavior" [p. 2461 of the students' nonverbal po- 
sitioning~). 

In this study. I began wit11 quite lengthy transcrip- 
tions: Out of a 90-minute audiotape I would transcribe at 
least 80 tninutes (eliminating such things as announce- 
ments over the public address system, discussions of af- 
ter scllool activities, and transitions between activities), 
which would amount to an average of 45 pages of tran- 
script. As the study progressed, however, I became tnore 
selective: Out of a 90-minute audiotape. my written tran- 
scriptions averaged 20 pages. With 75 hours of audio- 
tape at the end of the study. I wrote and received small 
grants to support the assistance of two graduate students 
in linguistics to aid me with the transcriptions. 

Before turning the tapes over to my assistants. 
however. they had to be carefully prepared. I reviewed 
each tape once again, using the original summarizations 
of the specific taped activity, adding further synopses of 
conversations that I chose not to transcribe as well as 
providing additional contextual clues from my field 
notes. Then I noted each request for transcription with 
the tape counter number and opening and closing re- 
mark. For example, a typical request was "Please tran- 
scribe from 217 'We need a gold tooth, fox suit ...' to 243 
'It's time. so we have to stop."' Long sections of request- 
ed transcriptions included specific advice on what to lis- 
ten for and note: 

Please transcribe from jj j ,,Who n-ants to be the narrstor 
to stsrt this story? Renu, since you.. ." through Side A (you 
don't have to transcribe Stella's n-hispered reading hut 
please note that it is going on) on to Side B (reset counter 
to 000) up  to 150 "Saul. Henry, and Greg you need to be 
back in your seats, please." (There is a section in the he- 
ginning of Side B of Stella's whispered reading in n~hich 
she is t ~ i n g  on different intonations. Trsnscrihe that and 
tq-  to indicate the tone and the words emphasized.) 

llfter tny assistants completed a tape transcription, I 
listened to each tape again to check for accuracy and to 
fill in the names of the children nrhose voices I well rec- 
ognized but were difficult for my assistants to identify. 

Through an ongoing review of my field notes as 
well as repeated audio- and videotape immersion in the 
data. I began to sort out analytic categories. With my ini- 
tial focus on the classroom theatre sessions thernsel\,es, 
my analysis centered on children's personal and collabo- 
rative probletn soh~ing in text interpretation, their abili- 
ties to shift perspective into that of actor and character, 
as well as their expression of interpretation through non- 
verbal means. 

An analysis of the children's language proved criti- 
cal, focusing not just on the amount but on the nature of 
the children's talk. Did their talk display connections be- 

tween life and text? Did they ask, not just answer, ques- 
tions? Did their intonation change to capture the mean- 
ing of the subtext? Dratnatization of text interpretation is 
often revealed in language that is heavily embedded in 
hypotheticals, replete with pronoun shifts that show the 
ability to adopt the perspective of others, and marked by 
cotnplex questions between players. 

Of equal importance was the analysis of the chil- 
dren's tnovement and affective expression. In n,hat ways 
did movement express an understanding of text? 
Dramatization involves physical action that can l>e both 
expansive and subtle and may be found in gesture. Facial 
expression. and use of props. 

Still, the categories above could not adequately 
cover what happened when my lens shifted from 1311 
and the classroom theatre sessions to their influence 
over Natasha and her children's daily reading events, es- 
pecially those focused on comprehension and decoding. 
In his discussion of Clifford Geertz's ideas. Schn~andt 
(1994) explained, "Geertz understands theory (interpreta- 
tion) to be always grounded and local. not speculative 
and abstract. He explains that 'theoretical formulations 
hover so low over the interpretations they govern that 
they don't make much sense or hold much interest apart 
from them"' (Geertz cited in Schwandt, 1994, p. 123). 

Thus, I began to look at the following categories of 
analysis: (a) features of language and action that marked 
i~zstm~ctionalstmtegies (e.g.. teacher talk, text selection. 
and specific strategies): (b) features that marked the or-
chestration of resources (e.g.. reading to turn pages ver- 
sus reading for meaning, the etnphasis on expression 
and movement, as well as teacher's wait time :~nd its im- 
pact on momentum): and (c) the features that marked 
attitudes ahozit reading (e.g., entity and incretnental atti- 
tudes on the part of children, teachers, and parents as 
nrell as the children's perceptions of round robin reading 
and classroom theatre). The Appendix summarizes these 
categories with illustrative exanlples. 

Erickson (1986) explained that as researchers scan 
their data, they string together patterns of evidence, con- 
necting field note comments to site documents to audio- 
tape transcripts as well as to the research literature that 
can help provide an explanation of the patterns them- 
selves. For example, early in the study the children made 
it clear that their attitudes about reading were poor. 
Several talked with tne openly about their dislike of 
reading, and they made disparaging comtnents ancl illus- 
trations about reading in their journals. Natasha, too. 
talked with me about the children's low self-esteem in 
reading and explained that part of her instructional tech- 
nique was to protect her children from difficult reading 
tasks. 
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While I had strong evidence of these patterns in 
my field notes. transcripts. artifacts of children's writing. 
and videotapes of Natasha teaching, I needed a stronger 
theoretical explanation of what was occurring. Because 
Natasha was not following the theoretical models offered 
by reader response researchers, I needed to turn to other 
sources. 

I found much help in the work of Dweck and 
Betnpechat (1983) and their theories of intelligence. 
Without the influence of their work, I might have dis- 
nlissed Katasha's round robin instruction as misguided at 
best and shocking at worst. By looking at the evidence 
through the lens of what Dnreck and Bempechat de- 
scribed as an incremental tnodel of children's intelli- 
gence, I was able to see things more clearly frotn 
Natasha's point of view. While I didn't agree with all of 
her choices, particularly in the beginning of the year. I 
was able to come to a less biased description of her ac- 
tions and motivations. In addition, this shift in theoretical 
support allowed me to more carefully search my data for 
subtle changes over time-in Natasha's task and talk 
structures (Hiebert & Fisher, 1991) as well as in the chil- 
dren's responses to such shifts. 

The final phase in analysis is the interpretive writ- 
ten description, what Erickson (1986) termed analy~ic 
narrative, general description, and interpretive commen- 
tary. Analytic narrative is an image of life, a story told, a 
picture taken, but it is not life itself. Here, each narrative 
17ignette is a reflection of the life in Natasha's class. 
Erickson reminded us that each vignette has a didactic 
and rhetorical purpose--each tries to set the s t on  in its 
analytical context and do so with enough persuasion to 
warrant the claims made. In addition, general descrip- 
tions provide evidence that the narrative vignettes told 
are typical exatnples from the total corpus of the data. 

In this study, I attempted to substantiate each claitn 
through multiple analogous examples, building an argu- 
ment through examples across participants. Interpretive 
commentary frames each narrative vignette or transcript 
excerpt, providing both context for the scene to come and 
analysis of its meaning and fit within the entire pattern. 

A part of the interpretive commentary in this partic- 
ular article is the use of literature. Here. I use quotes 
frorn The People Could F ~ J ~(Hamilton, 1985) to create an 
overarching image that encapsulates both moment and 
mood. This choice not only detnonstrates what can be 
done with quality trade book literature but emphasizes 
the in~ages of restriction and flight in the children's initial 
and changing views of reading. 

Richardson (1994) believed that too often research 
writing is boring because it is considered a ,'mopping up 
activity at the end of a research project" rather than a 
.'method oj'inqr~iiy, a way of finding out about yourself 

and your topic" (p. 516, emphasis in the original). She 
advocated that researchers do  more experimental writing 
in order to "deploy literary devices to re-create lived ex- 
perience and evoke etnotional responses" (p. 512). 

All metaphors are designed to quicken the life of 
the ordinary into fresh itnages of understanding. It's a 
risk, and certainly a manipulation, but if the idea of chil- 
dren struggling in classrootns is left to ordinary language, 
they may be too easy to overlook. Thus, the image of fly- 
ing that arcs frorn slavery to freedom in tIarnilton's tale 
and frotn the plight of nonreaders to the flight of reading 
in this article is a conscious attempt to move the reader 
toward engagement with this particular story. 

Results 

Bejore clnss?"oom theatr+thep~*eualence of doubt 
In the theatre doubt and belief are balanced in the 

establishment of character, in the creation of a scene, 
and in the interpretation of a tale. As children learn to 
act and act to learn, they enter the world of the imagina- 
tion, but their interpretations heavily depend on real 
world constraints. They learn to simultaneously doubt 
and believe, doubting that which might make their inter- 
pretation unbelievable, and believing in their interpreta- 
tion strongly enough to eradicate doubt. But when the 
Janus-face of doubt and belief is applied to attitudes to- 
nrard reading, the balance can be lost; for cllildren with 
difficulties in reading, the weight often pulls attitudes to- 
ward self-doubt. 

At the onset of the study I asked Natasha if I could 
read the children a s t on  once a week. Our purposes 
were threefold: (a) to introduce the children to various 
multicultural trade books, (b) to tnodel reading with dra- 
matic expression, and (c) to provide opportunities for lit- 
erary discussion. The first book I read to the class was 
Hamilton's (1985) collection of African American folk 
tales, The People Coz~ld F[y, and I read the title story from 
which the opening quote of this article is taken. Before 
beginning, I asked the children about their conceptions 
of freedotn and slaven: 

Shelby: 	 I n7ant to ask you what the word freedurrz means. 

Jewel: 	 It means that you can do what you want. 

Stella: 	 That you could buy anything you \\.ant. 

Dan: 	 Peace. 

Henr?;: 	 It means ~ O L Ican go places without having to 
give up  your seat in the bus. 

Shelby: 	 You bet. Kon7 let's take the idea that Henq's got 
about giving up seats on the bus and let's flip 
things around. What does slavery mean? 

Bobby: 	 It means like you have to break rdcks. 
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Stella: 	 You get m hipped nnd hnl e to d o  all the mork 
You can t plaj 

Jewel: 	 It means you have to d o  what somebody else 
tell you Lo do.  You can't d o  the thing that you 
want to do. 

Shelby: 	 Okay, now before you told me that freedom 
meant thst you could d o  what you wanted to d o  
and non7 you're telling me that slavery means 
you can't d o  what you want to do. Are they kind 
of like opposites? 

Chorus: 	Y A ! 

Shelby: 	 Uh-huh Greg, you h a l e  a comment' 

Greg: 	 You have to d o  what your mom and dad says? 

Shelby: 	 Oh ,  sure. that's [laugl~sl a slavery of some 
kind .... Ya. Dan? 


Dan: Listen to your teacher and elders. 


Shelby: Is that slavery d o  you think? A little bit? 


Stella: h o  A lot' 


Shelby: A lot71 [Natasha nnd I both laug111 


Chorus: Yn A LOTI (10 12'90) 


In some n7ays, many of the children's perceptions of 
slavery matched their perceptions of school. School is 
where children listen, nrllere they cannot do  what they 
want to do, where play is rare, and adults assume domi- 
nant positions. Although their analogy is an exaggera- 
tion-indeed, Natasha and I both laughed, albeit 
somewhat uncomfortably-subtle tnlth lay hidden in the 
children's hyperbole, and they were adatnant in their vo- 
ciferous restatement of opinion. 

But what are the factors that encourage an analogy 
of schooling to slaven? What are the constraints that 
form the image? For most of the children in Natasha's 
classrootn three factors emerged as major constraints: (a) 
general boredom with the instructional strategies in read- 
ing, (b) hesitancy about their abilities to orchestrate 
reading resources, and (c) defensive attitudes about their 
role as readers. 

safe^^ as an i~zstti.lctiona1 strategy. At the beginning 
of the year, Katasha led her children in round robin 
reading (you read a page, 1'11 read a page instniction). 
She did not separate her class of 17 children into ability 
groups but provided whole-class instruction-m~llile one 
child read. the 16 other children follon,ed along in their 
readers or distracted themselves with other activities. 
Katasha explained that round robin reading encouraged 
"solidarity rather than segregation." As a group the chil- 
dren designated for her class had been given every label 
the school system had (e.g., ESL, RSP), and their school 
records emphasized both academic and emotional prob- 
lems. Ordinarily these were the children that were pulled 
out for reading instniction but, with the restructuring of 

Bayside School, pull-out classes were eliminated, and 
Katasha, a teacher with an RSP credential and experi- 
ence in working wit11 emotionally disturbed children, 
was ostensibly given a regular, heterogeneous class. 

Still, the class mix became less heterogeneous 
a~l len the dual realities of federal regulations and teacher 
expectations came together to form Natasha's class list. 
Federal requirements for RSP students include special- 
ized instniction by an RSP-credentialed teacher-a re-
source teacher specially trained to "work with an 
individual or with stnall groups of students who have 
learning or behavior problems" (Shafritz. Koeppe, & 
Soper, 1988, p. 398). 

Thus RSP-designated children in third and fourth 
grade automatically went to Natasha. The rest of her class 
was fortned from teacher nominations, and, as teachers 
came together to fortn class lists for the following year, 
Natasha often got the children who were considered be- 
havior problems. Though she fought hard for a more het- 
erogeneous class, a schooln,ide expectation for the low 
level of her children combined wit11 high confidence in 
Katasha's ability to handle problem children ensured ho- 
mogeneity instead. Of the fourth graders placed in her 
predominantly third-grade class to balance the Ion, level, 
several had been retained, and two were described by 
Natasha as the .'lowests children in her class. 

As a younger teacher in training at the university, 
Eatasha had pictured herself nlnning a multitude of ac- 
tive groups, but as she laughingly explained, "[I nrasl 
thinking that kids are always going to be great, indepen- 
dent workers and that they're going to be really quiet 
while I work with this [particular] group" (11/7/'90). The 
school-wise, labeled, and potentially disruptive children 
who came to her class did not meet her idealistic criteria. 
Although the children were in third and fourth grade, 
Natasha found that the majority of her children scored on 
a second-grade reading level, and she ultimately decided 
to take them through the second-grade basal again. 

So. even though for some of the kids it might be repeti- 
tious in that they even remember some of the stories . . .  
-,hen I have them reading aloud and when I ask them 
comprehension questions I discover that I haven't picked 
an inappropriate level . . . .  Even though [for] a couple of Iny 
fourth grsders . . .orsl reading ability is above second grsde. 
their con~prehension is not! So. I'm kind of stuck hetn-een 
a rock and a hard place. It's a little frustrating because I 
have a fear that I'm gonna not senre some of the higher 
functioning kids because they're able to be pushed. and 
yet there's a bigger fear which is that I'm gonna leave 
some of the kids just in the dust. Becsuse I have a small 
class and because they're not real strong independent 
workers, at this point. I'm taking them all together in the 
second grade. It's not that they've been complaining, but 
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I can tell rhat for some of them they wish that they could 
be reading ...more sophisticated things. (11/7/90) 

Natasha added to the sophistication with trade 
books from the district's core curriculum-a grade-level-
appropriate list of trade books selected by district teachers 
and kept in multiple-copy sets in the district office-as 
well as the trade book sets that accompanied her basal. 
She read these books to the children, occasionally inviting 
them to read text pages in round robin fashion. 

A teacher with dramatic flair, Natasha often taught 
seated on a tall stool at the front of the room, using ex- 
aggerated facial expressions and gestures to elaborate 
her points. More often, she leapt off the stool and 
moved ahout the room, addressing the children person- 
ally, pantotnitning aspects of her story, and inviting them 
to add opinions and relate their own experiences. 
Katasha's stories were a magnet for the children's atten- 
tion, revealed by their focused-eye gaze and a lack of 
distracting activity. Children staring out the window 
turned to watch her: children fiddling with pencils held 
pencils poised in mid-air and leaned toward Natasha and 
her story. 

The attention paid to Natasha's stories was in 
marked contrast, however, to time periods when the 
children were focused on orally reading text. The time 
it took a child to negotiate a page of text often ensured 
lack of attention from the other children. When Natasha 
read. with 17aning intonation and character voices, they 
listened, but when their peers read, many found other 
things to do. Natasha's request for children to follon, in 
their texts was generally unheeded. 

Another point of disinterest and confusion was dis- 
played in the questions that Natasha asked-comprehen- 
sion questions whose answers could only be found in 
the text itself. In reading a s ton  about a boy who carves 
a duck (Bulla, 1979). Eatasha organized the class into 
teams and gave points to children who could find and 
read the exact answers. Three examples follow. 

Nstasha: Who can tell me. on page 92. where did this 
story take plsce? 

Bart: [Calling out] My mom was born in Tennessee! 

Narssha: Sh! I'm gonna divide the room in half and if you 
answer correctly you will get a point. What state 
in the United States of America. did this s t o ~  
take place? 

Mickey: Tennessee 

Natashs Flnd the wntence nhere the m ord Tennessee 15 

and read me the wntence 

Katasha: When Jeff asked, "What are you going to make?" 
What did Daniel say? Look for the quotation 
marks. 

Tornas: [Looking further up  on the page] "I have to 
think." 

Katasha: K:::::o. 

Manuel: Wait and see. 

Natasha: N:::::o. 

Henry: [Reading the correct passage] "You'll see." 

Katashs: Kice finding! 

Katssha: On page 99. ",Where are the wood canings.' 
asked Daniel." K7hat did Jeff answer? 

Bart: He said they were ... 

Nstasha: No. No. KO. KO. KO. What does the BOOK say? 
This is an importsnt skill that you must learn. 
You must he able to find things in your hook. 
(11; 2 '90) 

In the search for the verbatim answer, Bart's 
yelled-out corntnent about where his tnother was born 
(which also answered the question) was hushed, as 
were Bart and hlanuel's later attempts to paraphrase an- 
swers. From a closer look at the teacher's manual, how- 
ever, it becomes apparent that finding accurate ansa7ers 
is an important skill that children must learn. 

Although the manual (Durr et al., Hozighton M@in 
Literag) Renders. 1989) specifically says "Have children 
summarize the story by asking them to retell it in their 
own n,ordsS (p. 651, the instructional support section 
(designed for less prepared children) offers specific ad- 
vice for how those nrords nrill take shape, asking ques- 
tions and then providing correct answers in parentheses. 
Of the 10 questions for this story in the instructional sup- 
port section of the teacher's manual, only two begin "Do 
you think.. ." and "Why do you think.. ." and the paren- 
thetical answer explains that "Answers will vary" (p. 
248). While discussion is encouraged, the underlying 
force is on the singularity of response. 

Katasha also had specific reasons for directing the 
children's attention narrowly on the text. 

Just staying on tssk is an issue with some of these kids .... 
Even if I were to read a story to them and ask them com- 
prehension questions, they would guess. They wouldn't 
go back to their hook. they wouldn't find it, hecause 
[pausel I don't know. Maybe they think they can't d o  it or 
it's too ovemhel~ning,  There's too many words. So I try 
to make games out of it. Like: "On this page there is 
something rhat says Anything that kind of gets their 
interest in a different way I find works a little better. 
(11/7/90) 
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The underlying message in Natasha's statement is a 
match to that of the basal questions-answers in the text 
are on a higher plane than personal reflection. Book 
knowledge is more important than personal knowledge. 
Although the basal consistently reiterates the importance 
of discussion and making predictions, the guided read- 
ing questions offered contradictory evidence: Correct 
answers are provided for teachers to test students' 
knowledge. Yet, this focus did not spread throughout 
Natasha's instruction, for she also often asked children 
to express their own opinions and tell their own stories. 
Her concentration on the book as the main source of 
knowledge in this case, and in others, was on the very 
real pressure of the end-of-the-year standardized tests. 

Natasha often worried about the oveixvhelming na- 
ture of reading for her students. As she attempted to get 
their interest and help them stay on task, she made 
games of comprehension, providing a sense of fun and 
competition for some children as they scanned their 
pages for the answer and waved their hands frantically 
in the air. But for others it provided only frustration. 

Natasha: On page 95. Team B, find the sentence that tells 
you when is the fair. 

Bart: [Spotting the word winter on page 951 Winter! 

Katasha: No. Said? 

Bart: [Slamming his book shut1 I give up 

Saul: In the spring. 

Natasha: Can you read the sentence? [When Said cannot 
find the sentence] 1'11 g i ~  e you a half a point for 
that. [Both Saul and Bart groan1 

[To ease possible frustrations, Natasha narrowed the pos- 
sibility for failure] 

Katasha This is for Catalina 

Bart: Catalina! [Scowling at Catalinal You can't do any- 
thing! 

Katasha: This is a very hard question and I'm giving it to 
Catalina 'cause I know she can handle it. [She 
explained that a11 the people were laughing at 
the duck and they said. "That duck is so ...." She 
wrote on the board: That Duck is so ! I 

Catalina: Funny! 

Natasha: Right! [She filled in the word funny in the blank1 

Natasha's motivation for decreasing the risk of failure 
was an admirable one, and the format she used was the 
very sort the children would be expected to know in 
standardized tests, but it is unlikely that anyone, least of 
all Catalina, had any illusion that the question was a dif- 
ficult one. 

Still, preserving the illusion and taking the pressure 
off were key points of Natasha's reading program. She 

tried to create a place where students felt successful. 
which often included simple, structured tasks. When in- 
troducing a story, she consistently read the story aloud 
to orient them. When the children read, she shadowed 
them closely and filled in words when they hesitated. 
Her children had a history of failure, and she tried to 
rewrite that history into a positive experience: 

I try to do things that they haven't done so that they don't 
have an attitude about it. Because ...by the third grade . . .if 
they're having problems with something, they build an 
emotional reaction to it that only gets stronger and 
stronger as the problem doesn't resolve. If I e\ en say 
we're gonna do reading. 1'11 hear groans. And it isn't that 
they don't want to hear the story or that once they're 
reading they don't enjoy it, it's just that it's always been 
a problem. They don't feel good about then~selves. It's a 
self-esteem issue. And because of that ...I just basically try 
to be encouraging and take pressure off. not make it a 
high-performance kind of task, not demand that every- 
thing they do be evaluated, have a general feeling of a 
nonjudgmental tone and no put-downs, and make sure 
that when things are done there's a lot of praise and sup- 
port for that. (11/7/90) 

Natasha was very supportive of her students. She was 
proud of their accomplishments, praised them often and 
sincerely, and was an advocate for them both in the 
teacher's room and on the playground, but a large part 
of this pride was protection 

She knew they were labeled-many were directly 
called slonr and low by teachers in the teacher's room 
and other children on the playground-and in response 
Natasha tried to encircle them with safe. stn~ctured activ- 
ities. She did story analysis with charts and graphs. She 
had her children discuss the setting, characters, and feel- 
ings of stories. As she explained. "Sometimes we do it all 
orally. Sometimes I write things down. And sometimes I 
act ...I do whatever I can to get them to do it" (12/13/90). 

But it was Natasha who made most of the effort. 
Like many of her students, Natasha's instruction seemed 
linked to the theory of limited intelligence she held for 
her children. Although she scoffed at their labels, she 
also frequently used them to explain the difficulties indi- 
vidual children suffered. As a result, in her instruction 
she often shielded her children from challenging tasks. 
She carefully orchestrated assignments and questions 
with narrow bands for failure-yes/'no answers, fill-in- 
the-blank questions, and eitherior options. Natasha's 
effort translated into a relatively safe environment, hut 
when her students left her class they were still faced 
with the reality of what they didn't know and what they 
could not do. 

IY~restling through the u)or~Is. The orchestration of 
reading resources (e.g., content knowledge, letter-sound 
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relationships) has been analogized to a juggler's perfor- 
mance, keeping all the balls in the air (Bussis et al., 
1985). Yet, when a child cannot call on multiple re- 
sources or keep them in balance, the performance is less 
than effective. Few of Natasha's children read with com- 
prehension or fluency. The image of a wrestler comes to 
mind rather than the image of a juggler with balls flying 
in rhythmic perfection. The children struggled with read- 
ing: they tried to pin the words to the page, but the 
words won. 

Since most of the children's major resource was 
Natasha, there was even more difficulty when she nras 
not available. Early in the year, Natasha decided to have 
the children read in pairs. Most partners read the story A 
n.oz~sandPails of W a t e ~  (Roy, 1978) with numerous mis- 
cues. Dan and Tomas read together, and Dan kept ask- 
ing "Where are we?" When they turned to a long page of 
text. Dan suggested, "How 'bout you stop at the period 
and I'll stop at the next period?'' Tomis agreed, but they 
missed several periods and ended up alternating para- 
graphs. Their reading follows, with words in quotes indi- 
cating words read and blank lines those skipped. 

Tomis Dan Text 

"Yukio raced to the "Tiukio raced to the 
water's . " What's water's edge." 
that word? 

"Was the tide ..Was the tide 
combing coming in or 
in or g out? going out? 
In, the In, he decided, 
by the nas the by the way the 
-fish or little fingers of 
from - foam climbed 
here with a higher with each 
nen wa\ e. 

Tomis stopped Dan at this point and said, "Hey, wait 
a minute. That's 'new wave."' 

The sun was hot "The sun was hot 
on Yukio's back on Yukio's back 
as he stopped as he stood look~ng 
looking at the whale.' at the n hale. 

"Tiukio finded Yukio filled 
his platter wish his pail with 
water and they it water and threw it 
or the -here." over the great 

head." 

Natasha announced that when they were finished they 
could go on to the next story in the book. Tomas and 
Dan checked to see how many pages they still had to 

go. "God, we got four more!" Tomas exclaimed. 
(10/19/90) 

Tomas read fluently with only ~o difficulties. The 
first was a word he didn't understand, edge, but when he 
received no help, he let Dan go on with his turn. The 
second was a miscue of the word stood which he read 
as stopped. His miscue showed evidence of letter-sound 
knowledge: his interpretation began with the st blend and 
ended with the letter &as did the word in print. Equally 
important was that the word Tomas read made sense in 
the sentence. Tnle, it distorted the meaning of the text, 
indicating that the character of Yukio stopped looking at 
the whale instead of continuing his gaze, but the choice 
that Tomis made nras still a credible possibility. 

Dan also showed some use of letter-sound knonrl- 
edge. His miscues consistently began with the sound of 
the word in the text, and several ended with the match- 
ing letter (e.g., from for foam). Although Tomas tried to 
help Dan ("Hey, wait a minute. That's 'new wave."'). 
sense making rarely appeared in Dan's reading. Nothing 
in the sentence Yukio finded his platter wish water and 
they it or the -here" called Dan to stop, nor did he 
make use of the illustration that showed Yukio pouring 
water from his pail over the whale's head. He was focus- 
ing on getting through the text, not making meaning 
from it. 

For Dan and for many of the children in his class, 
reading was perceived only as painful decoding, which 
eliminated other possibilities such as illustration or com- 
mon sense. Their view of the labor of decoding was in- 
dicated when they assessed the number of pages 
remaining. and Tom& exclaimed, "God, nre got four 
more!" 

When Natasha guided the children's reading, she 
corrected miscues immediately, supplying missing words 
and redirecting those that were off course. Children who 
had trouble waited for her to fill in the blanks, while 
those who read more fluently took on Yatasha's role as 
well. In the following passage, Dan attempted to read a 
section of Gregog, the Termble Eater (Sharmat, 1980) dur- 
ing whole-class instnlction, while Stella played a sec- 
ondary role of support. 

Dan: "'Gregory is a [pause]' 

Stella: terrible' 

Katasha: 'terrible' 

Dan: 'terrible eater.' said Mother Goat. [pause]" 

Stella. 'We T e 

Katasha: "'We'\ e offered' 

Dan: .'.\Ve3veoffered him the-the best-shoes, box-
es.' lunch [miscue for '.magazines"]' 


Natasha: 'magazines' 
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Dan: 'magazines, tin cans, coats, pants. Rut a11 he 
wants are [pause]' 

Natasha: 'fruits' 

Stella: 'fruits 

Dan: 'fruits, vegetables. eggs. fish. oranges [pause]' 

Stella: 'juice' 

Natasha: 'orange juice' 

Dan: 'orange juice, and [pausel other' 

Stella: 'horrible' 

Natasha. .horrible' 

Dan: 'horrible' 

Stella: 'things' 

Dan: 'things.' (11/9/90) 

Dan's reading replicated the kind of shadowing offered 
to struggling readers in Natasha's instruction. As he read, 
he only paused once to take on the challenge of the 
word himself. At every other pause, Natasha or Stella, 
who was a fairly fluent reader, supplied the word, with 
Stella whispering her help from across the room. 

While children expected and accepted Natasha's 
help, they often resented that offered by their more ca-
pable peers On the same day, Mickey read a page of 
text consisting of a total of 69 words. Of this amount 
Natasha supplied 18 words, while Greg, who sat at 
Mickey's table, supplied 10 before Mickey stopped him: 

Mickey: "They [pause]" 

Natasha: "piled" 

Mickey: "piled everything in fr-" 

Natasha: ',in front" 

Mickey. "front of--of Gregory's sand-sandbox. When 
Gregory came home for supper [pause] he said." 

Greg: "he said" 

Mickey: Re quiet. Greg! [Referring to Greg's continual 
coaxing.] 

Natasha: It's really annoying, Greg. He can do it. He can 
do it by hinlself. 

Natasha's message placed Mickey in somewhat of a dou-
ble-bind. If he believed that he could do it by himself, 
then he should have refused Natasha's help as well. But 
as the reading continued, he read only three words be-
fore Natasha supplied him with the next four. 

Thus the children's orchestration of reading 
processes was often highly dependent on the help of 
their teacher. Those who read more fluently, who could 
self-correct their own miscues with only a brief pause. 
were less dependent. But for the others, reading was less 
an orchestration than a cacophony of many voices sug-
gesting, nudging, and helping to move their oral reading 

of the text through the pages. Just turning pages became 
the key feat for many in Natasha's room. 

I hate reading! In light of the instructional strate-
gies offered and the difficult orchestration of reading 
processes as well as their history of school failure, the 
majority of Natasha's students had no love for reading. 
"Reading's what flunked me!" many of the children told 
me when I asked about their relationship to books. Early 
in the year I asked them to write how they felt about 
reading in their reflective journals. Nine of the 13 chil-
dren in class that day responded in the negative: 

I hate reading. Why? It is uncool (Bart, 12/13/90). 

Reading I hate, Math I hate, solsholstutys (social stud-
ies) I relly hate, Sinins (science) I hate, sort of riting. 
Reading gets me mixed up all the time. I only like 
when some one reads to me (Greg). 

I don t like to read because ~t 1s borlng (Henry) 

I don't like to read because it is hard for me. Some of 
the stoys are ok because my mom hellps me and so is 
wrihting but reading is hard (Elera). 

I am a bad reading because the way I read is not good 
t~ecauseI can't sound it out and I keep try but it 
doesn't work (Ravi, accompanied by a portrait of 
himself crying). 

In Tyrone's journal entry, ta.0 Bart Simpson-like charac-
ters face one another, their hair in spikes. Their words 
emerge in bubbles from tight grimaces (see Figure 1). 

The children's comments reveal the laborious na-
ture of reading-it is "hard,"and no matter how they try 
"it doesn't work." They take on defensive tones saying 
how "uncool" it is to read, and how much they "hate" the 
entire process. Their drawings suggest just how "bad'' 
reading can be-tears spill down their cheeks and figures 
glare at one another as they tersely discuss their dislike. 

These children's reading attitudes followed the lim-
ited model of intelligence as they considered ways to 
look smart by being cool to avoid the challenge of read-
ing. As Natasha explained to Bill in their first meeting: 
"They're nervous about reading. That's why they're in 
my class. They don't feel happy when they read .... And 
their behaviors reflect that" (12/13/90). 

Four children, however, expressed some positive 
feelings about reading, stating their reading preferences 
and expressive choices: 

I like coomick books because they are acksin packt 
and groosum (action packed and gruesome) (Bobby) 

I like reading because you get to change your voice. It 
also hellps to understand what you are saying. It also 
hellps for you to talk loud so people no (know) what 
you are saying. there are lots of ways to read some 
ways are qu (quiet) or loud and ther are lots of other 
ways to read. can you read long ones? .'I can"! (Stella). 
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I Like Reading I am Smarter than my cusuin. She is in 
5th grade and she don't now (know) that (Renu). 

I like to read some times becase some times I don't no 
the words and some are hard for me to read then I get 
inbarst (embarrassed) and then people strat to larth 
(start to laugh) at me. I like to antate (act) out books 
I~ecaseits bater (better) it is fun to antat out book. I 
thank (think) I read good but sometimes I mas (mess) 
up a lot hut then I just do it agnd (again) just like on 
mj, bike when I flu1 (fall) I have to get back up thats 
the same way with my reading I mas up but I do it 
agnd (again) but I stel like to read because you lern 
(learn) and in some ways it can be fun (Jewel). 

For these children reading held some positive allure. 
It allowed access to the action-packed comics popular 
among the boys, and it assured ascendancy over fifth-
grade relatives. For Stella, reading long words with ex-
pression was a masterful feat. However, Jewel's entry 
expresses dual feelings about reading. Reading is analo-
gized to falling off a bicycle-a reader may be embar-
rassed and others may laugh, but you just "have to get 
back up." Her analysis is akin to a more expansive theo-
ry of intelligence, and she was one of the few children 
who placed less emphasis on skill than effort. Both Stella 
and Jewel's mothers read to them often, and when I 
asked Jewel about her bicycle analogy she replied, "My 
mama told me that" (12/'13/90). 

Although the majoriy of the children expressed a 
general dislike of reading, they enjoyed being read to. 
When Natasha or I read, they sat close, asking to see 
certain pictures again, discussing the plot, and making 
comments on characters. They were eager for opportuni-
ties to enact text as well. When I finished reading The 
People CozlM Fl~j(Hamilton, 19851, I passed out short 
passages from the text and asked volunteers to play the 
parts of the cruel overseer and enslaved Toby who set 
his people free. Several children eagerly took turns read-
ing the lines. Before Stella's turn began. I asked the chil-
dren to judge the merits of one kind of interpretation: 

Shelby: Now, listen to me read it in just the regular way. 
"'Seize the old man.' cried the overseer. .I heard 
him say the magic words. Seize him."' [I read 
with a steady beat with little intonstion] Is that 
the r a y  he said that? 

Stella: No. 

Shelby: Who has an idea for the way that he said it. 
Stella? 

Stella: "'SEIZE the old man,' cried the overseer. 'I heard 
him say the magic wo:rds. SEIZE him."' 

Shelby: Oh. did you hear what Stella did with that word 
seize? 

Chorus: [several children nodded1 

Figure 1 I hate reading (Tyrone. 12/13/90) 

" L beGuse Its uncool 
wanna to be cool don't read 

Natasha: Very good! 

Shelby: SEIZE him! 

Chorus: [several children giggled] 

Shelby: Who else wants to try it? 

Natasha: Gave me chills. 

Shelby: [I repeated the sentence in a monotone.1 Kon; 
what r a s  the difference between what I did and 
what Stella did? Ya. Jewel? 

Jewel: You said it just-just reading it. She said it like... 

Stella: Acting! (10/12/90) 

Pronouncing words in a monotone was the children's 
characterization for reading, while expressive intonation-
al choices were in the domain of acting. Reading was 
boring, hard, and uncool, while acting was fun and. 
above all-cool. This dichotomy was to hold for the 
next few months. but as the next section shows, they 
were soon to find out that acting was reading too. 

During classroom theatrebelief in ascendance 

The young woman lifted one foot on the air. Then the 
other. She flew clumsily at first, with the child now held 
tightly in her arms. Then she felt the magic. the African 
mystev. Say she rose just as free as a bird. As light as a 
feather. 

The Overseer rode after her, hollerin. Sarah flew over 
the fences. She flew over the woods. Tall trees could not 
snag her. Nor could the Overseer. She flew like an eagle 
now. until she was gone from sight. No one dared speak 
about it. Couldn't believe it. But it was, because they that 
was there saw that it was. (Hamilton, 1985. p. 169. 
Reprinted by permission.) 
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Altering reading from cautious and clumsy word- 
by-word decoding to the smooth flight of fluent interpre- 
tation is a course set hopefully by teachers and children 
alike. For the beginner, reading is a mysterious process 
that holds many secrets. In school these secrets are often 
revealed bit by bit, from consonant sounds, to vowels, to 
words, to sentences, to meaning. But meaning is rarely a 
secret at all. Most children, no matter what their difficul- 
ties with decoding, recognize that meaning is the ulti- 
mate goal. Their worry, and that of their teachers, is how 
to get there. 

In this section I follow the instruction, orchestra- 
tion, and attitudes of Natasha and her children as they 
participated in classroom theatre. This time period re- 
flects an expansion of interpretation, as they negotiated 
and took on new roles, called on alternative resources in 
art and drama, and moved from their relatively clumsy 
beginnings into smoother flight. 

Shifts in the instm~ctional scene. Soon after I read 
the children 7be People Could Fly (Hamilton, 1985),with 
its brief lesson on the differences bemeen reading in a 
monotone and reading with expression, Natasha began 
to make subtle shifts in her instruction. She introduced 
the idea of the narrator as storyteller and carefully ex- 
plained the use of quotation marks to help students sep- 
arate the talk of characters from that of the narrator. She 
explained that she wanted to prepare the children for 
Bill's arrival, and stressed that since they would not be 
reading an entire page, but rather shifting between char- 
acters, following in the text nras critical. 

The emphasis on roles, rather than pages, was ac- 
companied by another important change in Natasha's in- 
struction. In the beginning of the year, Natasha read 
stories either in sections or in their entirety, and then 
asked alternating children to read whole pages. 
Although she continued to orient the children by first 
reading large chunks of text, by mid-November she cast 
the children into roles that spread across two to three 
pages and then repeated the same pages with another 
cast of children. Rather than reject this repetition, the 
children seemed to welcome it. They volunteered for 
roles and were able to follow more easily in their texts 
as their familiarity with the story increased with each 
rereading. 

Another important shift in Natasha's instruction 
came with a new emphasis on expression. In the early 
part of the year, there was no mention of the possibili- 
ties in oral interpretation. The focus was on getting the 
words read. In mid-November, however, she began to 
ask not only "What did the characters say?" but "How 
would the characters say it?" 

Natasha: Gregory, in your case, really nice expression. 
Now Greg didn't read it...like he r a s  just a regu- 
lar human being. He read it with a lot of expres- 
sion I noticed and that ...really made it interesting 
to US. 

Henry: Like when he did ...the Doctor. 


Natasha He changed his voice 


Henry: He changed his voice into an old man. 


Natasha: Okay. Now there are some words that I don't 

think you understand. I'm gonna call on new 
characters but I r a n t  to explain a couple words 
first.... What does it mean when somebody says 
[switches to disgusted tone]. "That's reVOLting"? 
Henry? 

Henry: It means that's something gro:.ss 

Natasha: Gro::ss. That's revolting. That's disgusting. That's 
gross. So would you say it like that "That's re- 
volting" [with even intoration] or would you 
say-how would you say it? 

Henry: I would say "That's reVO::Lting!" [look of disgustl 

Natasha: Yeah, that's disgusting. You know, when you 
say something disgusting, you don't say [in a 
soft even voice] "That's very disgusting" unless 
you're trying to he silly. You go [facial expres- 
sion of disgust] "Eoo. that's disGL::ST-That's 
reVO::Lting!"( l l i16 i90)  

In her discussion of the word revolting, Natasha delineat- 
ed the difference between a monotone and the more vi- 
brant expression the word called to mind. She modeled 
an emphasis on the second syllable-revolting-but 
then called for Henry's interpretation. Henry added an 
elongated vowel-reV0::Lting-which Natasha then 
mimicked along with his facial expression. When she 
called for a second reading with a new cast, she chal- 
lenged them to "put in a lot of expression ...but really to 
make it sound like a story-like you're telling some first 
graders who are listening to you for the first time" 
(11/16/90).From mid-November on, Natasha rarely re- 
verted to whole-page reading, and her focus was in- 
creasingly on the interpretation of character through 
expressive intonation. 

When Bill, the classroom theatre director, arrived 
he invited Natasha's children into the world of the the- 
atre. He introduced them to specialized vocabulary, 
which he set off from the flow of his talk, focusing atten- 
tion on ation words-cooperation, interpretation, imagi- 
nation-and other technical terms to equip them with 
ways of talking about their experiences. Whether intro- 
ducing vocabulary or emphasizing theatre rules, Bill con- 
tinually linked the children in Natasha's class to actors in 
the theatre. At the end of the one performance Bill said, 
"You know what I appreciated most about you? You had 
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some problems in the middle, but you picked it up and 
you kept going all the way through to the end. That's a 
very important thing for actors to learn how to do" 
(2/1/91). Bill emphasized that in the theatre, the play 
cannot fall apart or drift off into another scene, which 
might happen in the day-to-day play life of children 
when they are called home to dinner or change the 
focus. The play, once chosen, must be completed. 

Although actors are required to stay with the words 
of a script, Bill explained that there were many points at 
which individual or group decisions could be made to al- 
ter the shape of the piece. Bill saw actors as active agents 
in a decision-making process, for often notations for the 
script as to entrances, exits, and physical movements 
were not explicit. An important theatre rule was to com- 
municate one's character by both showing and telling. 

For example, in setting up an exercise in which the 
children were to play animals in a zoo thinking their 
"thoughts aloud," Bill explained, "Because when you're 
an actor you have to show your audience who and what 
you are and you also have to use your voice to tell them 
who and what you are" (2ili91). 

Telling the audience your name was against the 
rules of the zoo exercise; the children could not simply 
announce "I'm a bear," but instead had to show their au- 
dience their ursine qualities. Bill explained that actors do 
not give away the game but reveal their character 
through gesture, facial expression, and voice. Thus, Bill 
invited the children into the world of the theatre by con- 
tinually casting them into the role of expert and actor. 

Real actors speak with their own technical vocabu- 
lary and continually make decisions for how a play will 
unfold. They may use a prompter to help them through 
difficult parts, but first they must rely on themselves. 
They practice and practice and keep going even through 
difficulties. They show as well as tell the audience who 
they are and what their motivations are by moving and 
speaking in character. 

With the onset of Bill's instruction in classroom 
theatre, the pendulum of Natasha's reading instruction 
continued to swing toward interpretation, with further 
emphasis on the how rather than the ulhat of words. Bill 
emphasized identifying and circling words in the chil- 
dren's scripts that needed extra weight either with choic- 
es in voice or body. Djatasha elaborated on this by 
emphasizing text signals that were already in place- 
words in italics or capital letters-explaining that these 
were hints for interpretive expression. Bill also placed 
strong emphasis on character analysis, and Natasha be- 
gan to do the same. When the class read the story of 
"Birthdays" (adapted from Himler & Himler, 1974), 
Djatasha provided an analysis of the Mole's character: 

Natasha: [Calling Mickey by his character name] Mole? 
"Yes, you did." 

Mickey: [Reading with no expression] "Yes, you did." 

Natasha: Okay, now, are you going to say it like that, 
Mickey? Are you going to say. -Yes, you did." 
[with monotone] 

Chorus: [Laughter] 

Natasha: Now, don't forget you're the mole .... You are 
very homely. You live by yourself and really 
people don't come to visit you. It's your birthday 
and most of the time people don't even remem- 
ber. This time, you got a present. Of course, it 
wasn't an intentional present, but you did. So 
you're feeling-in your heart you're really hap- 
py. Okay? Your friend Little Owl remembered 
your birthday. Okay? It's kind of a special event. 
(1/18/91) 

To move Mickey away from typical classroom roles to 
that of the character, Djatasha shifted between his real 
name and his character name. When she introduced the 
question she called him Mickey, but as she cast him fur- 
ther in the role, she addressed the character. Natasha's 
use of "you" and "your" indicated Mickey the Mole, not 
Mickey the boy. She gave him explicit advice by summa- 
rizing the story and supplying extratextual information 
regarding Mole's feelings. 

Although these changes represented a substantial 
shift in Natasha's reading instruction, when the children 
finished the second-grade basal at the end of February 
and Natasha introduced the third-grade reader, she wor- 
ried that the more difficult vocabulary and esoteric sub- 
ject matter would discourage her students. The first story 
in the basal, "The White Stallion" (Shub, 1982), was 
about a frontier family and was full of new vocabulary 
such as Conestoga ulagons, stallion, and mare. As she 
passed out the new readers she tried to anticipate her 
students' concerns: 

Natasha: Now you guys . . . .  This book is much harder than 
the blue book. This is a higher level than the 
blue book. So, if you have problems reading. I 
don't want you to feel bad. But we're going to 
struggle through it together, okay? And I will 
help you with all the words. Some of you are 
gonna read it no problem. and some of you are 
gonna find it really much harder. Don't worry 
about it. Let's just struggle together. Now when 
I'm reading you need to follow..,. 

Ravi: What about if you go too fast? 

Natasha: I will try to help you in every way. But hold 
your finger where we are so you can follow 
with me. I'll try not to read too fast. (2/27 '91) 
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Anticipating her students' concerns, Natasha explained 
that reading was a "struggle" and that this particular book 
would be "much harder." Although she suggested that 
some children would have "no problem," the message 
was that most children would have many problems. The 
contrast between Natasha's caution about the struggle the 
children would face and her gentle reminder not to wor- 
ry seem at odds with each other, yet her statement was 
well intentioned. The stories in this book were complex 
with more demanding vocabulary. To assist them, and in 
light of Ravi's worried question, Natasha promised that 
she would slow down and help them in every way. 

Partly because of this new challenge, Natasha 
again focused on getting the words read. She did not 
assign roles, and she later explained that she had made 
this choice because the story had little dialogue. The 
children did not read whole pages but alternated para- 
graphs with Natasha, who read at a slow pace and 
stopped the children often to explain problematic 
vocabulary: 

Natasha: "Conestoga wagons they were called. Gretchen 
and her family were in the last wagon. Mother 
and Father sat on the driver's seat. The children 
were inside with the household goods. Bedding, 
blankets. pots and pans. a table. chairs. and a 
dresser took up most of the space. There was 
not much room left for Trudy, John, Billy, and 
Gretchen. Gretchen was the youngest." Maia? 

Maia: "Behind the lpausel wagon w- [pausel walked 
Anna, their old [long pausel" 

Natasha: "Their old [pausel mare." 

Maia: "Mare." 

Natasha: What's a mare, you guys? Their old mare walked 
behind the wagon. 

Greg: He's the one in uh, in charge of the cities? 

Stella: In charge of the cities. [laughs] 

Bobby: An old horse. 

Henry: An older slave 

Natasha: It's- who- it's like a pony. but it's a horse. But 
what kind of a horse is a mare? If a stallion is a 
male horse, what's a mare? 

Stella: A girl. 

Natasha: A female horse .... When you live in a city, you 
don't know about these things. 

Rather than define mare, Natasha set the word in con- 
text, repeating the line and letting the children reflect on 
possible meanings. In the illustration there was nothing 
following the last wagon, so the children's answers came 
from phonological or contextual clues. Greg thought the 
word was mayor, relying on the similarity of sounds, but 
Stella laughingly discounted this. Bobby thought that a 

mare must be an old horse while Henry, considering the 
time and placement of the figure, thought it was a slave. 
By the time Natasha supplied the answer, several chil- 
dren had had the opportunity to call on a variety of 
knowledge sources to state their answers. 

By this point of the year, Natasha had also in- 
creased her wait time before she provided the word. 
Maia was able to pause briefly twice before the long 
pause at mare. Even though Natasha eventually supplied 
the word, she first repeated the words preceding mare 
and then paused herself, providing Maia a chance to de- 
code the word. Yet, this pattern of increased wait time 
was dependent on Natasha's perception of the word's 
complexity. She waited for words she felt the children 
knew, but was quick to supply the word if she thought 
they did not know it: 

Bart: 	 "Children were sent off [for] firewood [pause] for 
firewood and for water from the river. And- 
The woman ~womenl" 

Natasha: -Prepared." 

Bart: 	 "prepared food. It was not unti- until- until?" 

Natasha: Mhm 

Bart: 	 "until the axle had br- be- been fixed and they 
were ready to eat that Gretchen"? Whatever. 
"Grr-" 

Natasha: Oh, no that's right! "Gretchen." (2 '27/91) 

At the beginning of the year, Natasha supplied the word 
for any hesitation in the children's reading. Now she 
waited, and children were allowed to unlock some 
words on their own, which gave them the opportunity to 
self-correct (e.g., when Bart corrected "off firewood" to 
"for firewood"). Even when there was hesitancy, with a 
questioning lilt asking if the decoding was correct, 
Natasha supplied an affirmation of their choice, rather 
than simply offering the word. 

In addition to allowing children to take on the 
challenge of their own decoding (at least of more com- 
mon words), when the children were hesitant over 
words, Natasha began to ask them questions that called 
on their background knowledge or reminded them of 
earlier discussions: 

Elena: 	 "In the distance they could see the wild [pause] 
horses. The horses lpausel" 

Natasha: How do horses move? 

Greg: 	 "Galloped." 

Natasha: They galloped. 

Elena. 	 "galloped" [pausel 

Natasha: "Swiftly." 

Elena. 	 "swiftly and. in minutes, were out of sight. 'Look 
at Anna,'John said The old [pause]" 
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Natasha: What's a female horse called? 

Elena "mare stood- stood [pause]" 

Natasha: "Rigid." 

In asking about galloped, Natasha offered the children 
an opportunity to call on their knowledge of horses. 
Although these were city kids, almost all knew some of 
the vocabulary of horses, particularly within the genre 
of cowboy movie talk. With the word mare, Natasha's 
question called Elena to think back to an earlier class 
discussion of the word. Thus, she encouraged the chil- 
dren to use their own background knowledge or class- 
room conversations, rather than totally relying on the 
teacher as the main source for understanding. 

Another change in Natasha's instruction was an 
increase in asking children to express their thoughts in 
their own words. Although she still occasionally chal- 
lenged them to find specific sentences in the text, this 
was balanced by increasing opportunities to paraphrase 
as well as to offer their own opinions on what happened 
in a story. In addition to asking children for verbal ex- 
planations, Natasha encouraged them to express their 
understandings nonverbally as well: 

Natasha: "Rigid." What does that mean. Elena, when a 
horse is standing rigid? Does it mean that it's 
hanging out and-[Natasha swung her body 
loosely, her arms floating gently through the air1 
What does standing rigid mean? If you were 
standing rigid, what would that look like? Henry, 
what would it look like? 

Henry: Like you're- 

Natasha: Stand up. Stand rigid. [Henry leapt to his feet 
and stood at attention. his shoulders set and his 
arms hanging stiffly at his side.] Very good. Rigid 
means stiff. So the horse. which has been fol- 
lowing in back, when the mustangs went by, 
have you ever seen like-dogs will do that. 
When they sense other animals and they see- 
[She imitated a dog sensing danger, freezing in 
her position] they stand rigid. That means real 
stiff and still. 

In the beginning of the year, Natasha had encouraged 
children to stay in their seats and explain with words. 
Now she not only expected but also directed them to 
get out of their seats and shou; notjust tell, their under- 
standings. This advice was a strong match to the empha- 
sis Bill often placed on the physical demonstration of 
meaning. 

Although Natasha continued to erect a protective 
scaffold for the children's learning, she was beginning to 
offer some opportunities to make and learn from mis- 
cues. Through increased wait time, context-related ques- 
tions, opportunities to express thoughts, and nonverbal 

interpretation, Natasha encouraged the children to 
broaden their reading resources. Although she was still 
ready to run ahead of the children in their reading to 
hand off any word they might need, during the period 
of classroom theatre she began to encourage the chil- 
dren to discover words on their own. 

m a n d i n g  resources. In the last quarter of the 20th 
century, a dominant metaphor in education has been 
scaffolding (Rogoff, 1990; Vygotsky, 1987; Wood, 
Bruner, & Ross, 1976). This metaphor comes with many 
problems because teachers and children have different 
intentions and varying ways of fulfilling these intentions. 
Interpretations of scaffolding often stress an imbalance in 
equity, with one person as expert (teacher) and another 
as learner (student). This relationship suggests a unidi- 
rectional flow of knowledge from expert to learner and 
seems to eclipse alternative possibilities (Dyson, 1997). If 
instead the flow of knowledge becomes multidirectional, 
sources outside of teacher and text, such as drawing, 
acting, and personal experience, are validated. When 
children are not solely dependent on their teacher to 
lead the way, they find resources in themselves and in 
their peers. 

In Bill's classroom theatre instruction he placed 
great emphasis on the children's expertise. He had ideas, 
but most often his suggestions called for the students to 
get help from their peers. Through this process of dis- 
tributed expertise, the children developed individual rep- 
utations based on their talents and interests. 

Bobby was known as an effective director, who 
could see a scene in his mind's eye and lay out a coher- 
ent plan for action. Maia became a stage manager, help- 
ing others with their lines, adjusting costumes, and 
making suggestions for makeup. Jewel used her exper- 
tise in African American dialect to help Catalina through 
the grammatical constructions of her role. Greg helped 
others with their sets and designed the program for the 
final performance. And Henry's ability to take on unique 
accents set a tone that others admired and imitated. 

The emphasis on oral expression moved into the 
children's reading classes, and they began to experiment 
with interpretation, calling on life experience to aid 
them. In the transcript below, several children took on 
roles from 7be Great Hamster Hunt (Blegvad, 1969). Bart 
played the narrator, Greg the father, Stella the mother, 
and Henry was their son, Nicolas. Manuel played the 
part of Nicolas's friend Tony, the proud owner of a ham- 
ster that Nicolas wished he had. 

Transcript Text 

Bart: "Nicholas wanted a -Nicholas wanted a 
hamster. hamster. 
Mother said no to that Mother said no to that " 
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'But Tony has a 

hamster,' 

Nicholas said. 


'Oh?' said Mother. 'Then 

go next door and look 

at his.' 


'I don't think your 

mother likes little furry 

creatures,' Father 

remarked. 


'Well. Tony's mother 

doesn't either.' 

Nicholas told him. 'And 

they have one.' 


Mother sighed. 'Then 

Tony's mother is just 

nicer than I am,' she 

added. 'Right?' 


Stella: [whispering lines to Henry1 

Henry: 	 'But TONY has a 
hamster' 
[in a whining tone1 

Natasha: Good. 

Bart: "Nicholas said." 

Stella: 'Oh. '  


Natasha: 'O::h?' [modeling a 


Bart: 

Stella: 


Greg: 


Bart: 


"Now what?" attitude 
on  the mother's part 
with raised eyebrow1 
"said Mother." 
'Then go next door and 
look at his.' 
'I don't think you- 
I don't think your 
mother likes little 
furry creatures.' 
"Father um-remarked" 

Natasha: "remarked" 
Henry: 	 'Well, Tony's mother 

doesn't either' 
Bart: 	 "Nicholas told him." 

Henry: 	 'And THEY have one. '  
[pleading] 

Natasha: Good. 
Bart: 

Stella: 

Stella: 


Bart: 

Stella: 


"Mother sighed." 
[Emits a long sigh1 
'Then-then Tony's 
mother is just 
nicer than I am 
[with resignation]' 
"she added." 
'Right?' 

Natasha: Nicholas? 

Bart: "Nicholas jumped up  Nicholas jumped u p  
from his chair." from his chair. 

Henry: 'You don't have to 'You don't have to ask 
ask me nicely' me me nicely,' he 

Bart: "he sh- he shouted.'' shouted. 
Henry: 'The answer is YES!' 'The answer is yes!"' 
Natasha: Very good. I like your 

expression, Henry. 
Really nice job. (2/14/91) 

Complimented for his expression, Henry adopted 
the wheedling tone of a child who wants something. He 
emphasized italicized words and those followed by ex- 
clamation marks, using his knowledge of letter style and 
punctuation. He also called on life experience, for when 
I asked him about his choice he explained, "That's what 
I sound like when I want stuff from my mom." 

Stella, too, drew on life experience when she took 
on the generalized tone of a mother who is faced with " 
the prospect of an unwanted pet. Her voice was tired 
and filled with resignation, her sigh long and heartfelt. 
The only point at which Stella read in a monotone was 
with the reading of her one-word first line, "Oh?" 
Natasha quickly modeled an alternative, that of a mother 
who can see what's coming, and Stella followed her 
lead, adding weariness to the interpretation. 

As narrator, Bart had less opportunity for character- 
ization, but he called on his knowledge of narrator talk 
as he decoded "remarked," a typical alternative for 
"said." He unlocked the word before Natasha could sup- 
ply it.  He also used his knowledge of grammatical struc- 
ture, knowing that the words "Nicolas mother" did not 
make sense, and after some effort decoded the posses- 
sive. Although Stella still had a hard time suppressing the 
urge to supply words to peers, Natasha showed in- 
creased wait time; again, she stressed the houl of words 
rather than the what. 

In the classroom theatre sessions, the children en- 
tered the how of interpretation through negotiation and 
multiple symbolic systems. For example, in preparing 
their scripts for the final performance, Bobby and Henry 
worked together to link scenes of Tikki Tikki Tembo 
(Mosel, 1968) into one coherent performance. The story 
is about two boys who take turns falling into a local 
well, when their mother is busy washing her clothes at 
the river. 

Bobby: 	 Tikki tikki tembo .... See what I think we  should 
d o  is-when Henry falls in the well we  should 
probably d o  something like-a little pool of wa- 
ter. So when he comes out he really looks like 
he did F~ll in the well. 

Henry: 	 No. No. How 'bout ...we can just have a cup 
of water down there and when we  d o  it I can 

'I guess so.' 
Henry: 'I guess so.' 
Bart: "said Nicholas sadly. 

One day Tony came 
to the door." 

Manuel: 'Where-[we're] 
Where-' 

Natasha: 'We're going' 
Manuel: 'We're going away 

for a week' 
Bart: 	 "he said to Nicholas 

mother Nicholas- 
Nicholas's mother." 

Manuel: 'Do you think Nicholas 
would take care of my 
ham-hamster for me 
if I asked him [pausel 
nicely?' 

'I guess so,' said Nicholas 

sadly. 

One day Tony came 

to the door. 


'We're going away 

for a week,' he said to 

Nicholas's mother. Do 

you think Nicholas 

would take care of 

my hamster for me 

if I asked him nicely?' 




The flight of reading 

throw up a cup of water and it will squirt out 
and ... it'll look like I fell in. Okay? 

Bobby: Okay 

Henry: And we're gonna need, let's see .... I want to do 
where ~t says [showing the illustrations from the 
book while he talks] "Don't play-" We followed 
the mom and she was washing her things 
and.. we'll have like a river-a table that's set 
up--we'll have like a river over it. 

Bobby: Like fake water. 

Henry: Ya. and she'll be washing her clothes in there 
and we'll have like .. 

Bobby: And she tells us. "Don't PLAY BY THE WELL!" 

Henry: And then Chang falls in and then we can just cut 
the rest of that [the script] down and just put- 
'.and then tn-o days later right aftern-No! 
[Adding an alternative line1 The boys didn't go 
by the well for a long time and after the Chinese 
festival the boys m-ent and played by the well 
and [reading] "Tikki tikki tembo-no sa rembo- 
chari bari ruchi-pip peri pembo fell in the m-ell." 
(3/6/91) 

In extended textual conversations, the book was a narra- 
tive prop in which children created narratives within and 
around the text (Heath, Branscombe, & Thomas, 1986). 
Henry and Bobby told stories about how the scene 
could be effectively portrayed, orchestrating their under- 
standings of the text, their ability to paraphrase or cite 
lines, and their imaginative interpretations. The boys' 
talk was that of a conditional world-a world of '.how 
'bout1'-and also a world of planning, which cast them 
into the future with suggestions that began "we can just" 
and "we'll have." 

The books from which the children selected their 
scenes ultimately proved to be props for many activities. 
All the children used their books to prepare shopping 
lists of needed items-costumes and set design materials 
that they wanted to buy as well as things they could 
bring from home. They used their books as they de- 
signed their sets imitating the style of an African hut, cre- 
ating a red brick well, or concocting a layer cake. They 
used their books as focal points for preparing their 
scripts, arguing their points of view, and creating possi- 
ble scenarios. 

As the time for the final performance drew near, 
Greg volunteered to illustrate the program. The children 
voted to place the words "Room 21 Proudly Presents 
Classroom Theatre" on the front cover and to list the 
books and activities on the inside. Greg flipped through 
the stack of books with scenes to be performed and after 
sketching out several possibilities, decided on a book- 
worm theme. He drew a bookworrn reading on the cov- 

er, and inside he drew an illustration for each scene and 
classroom theatre activity. His bookworrn appeared in a 
variety of costurnes-sporting a top hat for the character 
of the Wind in Mirandy and Brother Wind (McKissack, 
1988) and clutching a large Novocain needle for the den- 
tist in Dr. De Soto (Steig, 1982). 

Greg's illustrations blended multiple resources-the 
words and illustrations in text combined with his media- 
related, classroom, and personal experiences. For exam- 
ple, the bookworm for the physical warm-up activity 
wore a Ninja headband, an idea Greg got frorn his pas- 
sion for Ninja Turtles, and Greg recalled his own visits to 
the dentist when drawing the Novocain needle for Dr. De 
Soto. Greg's drawings also captured the plot actions of 
different characters such as when he drew lines to indi- 
cate the motion of Tikki tikki tembo falling into the well. 

As the children talked about, drew, and played out 
their scenes, orchestrating multiple resources across sym- 
bolic systems, their reading became more fluent. The 
texts they selected were not designed to match specific 
reading levels and held a wide array of challenging vo- 
cabulary and grammatical constructions unique to story 
language or, in sorne cases, to particular dialects. 

Catalina, for example, had to learn new vocabulary 
for her role in Mirandy and Brother Wind (McKissack, 
1988), but she also had to master some features of 
Ebonics. Catalina spoke Spanish at horne and standard 
English at school, and she was confused by some of the 
constructions. Over time and with the help of her two 
fellow players (both African American girls) who ex- 
plained that it was a .'real way of talkin' too," she mas- 
tered most of the language. 

The following three transcripts show Catalina's 
growing fluency in the first lines of her script. The first 
transcript is from classroom theatre session 7, which was 
the first time the girls practiced their performance script. 
The second is a week later during session 8. The final 
transcript occurs a month later when the girls performed 
their scene for a school audience during session 10. In 
the transcripts, Catalina's nliscues are followed by brack- 
eted words to indicate the actual text: 

Catalina: "At dusk a- [the] n- [pause]'' 

Maia: "neighbors" 

Catal~na: "neighbors from the R-" 

Maia: "Ridge' 

Catalina: "R-" 

Jewel "Ridge" 

Catalina "Ridge started to gather [gathering] at the school 
house, everybody dressed in their Sunday best.' 
[pause] Um-"Somebody drew a b ~ g  square in 
the middle of the floor, and the" um- -and the 
cakewalk [pausel ' 
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Natasha: "jubilee" 


Catalina: "jubilee began. First thing, Or-" 


Maia: .'Orlinda" 


Catalina: What? "Orlinda came [come] come seddling 

[pausel sliding [siding] up to Mirandy, asking.. . ." 
(3/8/91) 

Catalina: "At dusk the neighbors from the [pause] Ridge 
started gathering at the school house, [pausel at 
the school house, everybody dressed in their 
Sunday best. Somebody drem- a-a big square in 
the middle of the floor. and the cakewalk jubilee 
began. First thing. Orlinda came [come] siding 
up to Mirandy, asking.. . ." (3/15/91) 

Catalina: "At dusk the neighbors from the Ridge started 
gathering at the school house. everybody 
dressed in their Sunday best. Somebody drew 
a big square in the middle of the floor, and the 
cakewalk jubilee began. First thing, Orlinda 
came [come] come [lo-second pause] First thing, 
Orlinda came [come] siding up to Mirandy, ask- 
ing...." (4/19/91) 

Catalina's initial reading showed the hesitancy that 
accompanies new vocabulary and grammatical construc- 
tions. After the children selected the text and scene, Bill 
prepared a typewritten script and went over the lan- 
guage. Several words were difficult for Catalina, but she 
showed a phonetic orientation as she tried to unlock the 
words with their beginning consonants: n for neighbors 
and R for Ridge. Her pause for jubilee was promptly 
filled by Natasha. 

The grammatical construction of the words come 
siding were the most difficult both for the nonstandard 
use of come and the unusual word siding. Catalina tried 
to replace the construction with standard English and 
phonetically attacked the second word in two near-accu- 
rate attempts; her second attempt not only was a closer 
phonetic match but made grammatical sense in the 
context. 

A week later, Catalina practiced the script twice 
with her group before the girls performed for their class. 
This reading was much smoother. She had no trouble 
with the vocabulary and read with only a few brief paus- 
es, stopping once to repeat the phrase "at the school- 
house," seeming to reorient herself. Her miscue on come 
matched her earlier hesitancy with the grammar. 

A month later, the girls performed their scene for 
the school (a time lapse due to spring break and conflicts 
in Bill's schedule). During the intervening time they had 
one formal classroom theatre dress rehearsal (Session 9) 
and one informal rehearsal with Djatasha and me. Over 

spring break, the children took home their scripts, and 
Catalina said she had practiced. She was nervous for her 
performance and clutched my hand for assurance before 
her cue, but when the time came she read her text with 
assurance until she came to the word come. Here she 
made a miscue, self-corrected, and then paused for a full 
10 seconds looking scared, before reading the line again 
with the miscue. Yet, even with the pressure of the large 
audience, Catalina read more fluently than in the past. In 
reading her lines the first time, Catalina took a total of 50 
seconds, the second reading took 35 seconds, and the fi- 
nal reading, even with its lengthy 10-second pause, took 
a total of 25 seconds. Her final reading was not rushed 
but moved at a smooth pace. 

Catalina's effort is only one of the many examples 
of the children's improvement in reading over time. 
Beginning readers are increasingly concerned with mo- 
mentum, and when they discover familiar phrases in text 
they speed up. Even in her first reading, filled with many 
uncertainties, Catalina distinctly increased her pace as 
she read the phrases "dressed in their Sunday best" and 
"in the middle of the floor." Her final reading, notwith- 
standing the glitch caused by a grammatical conflict, was 
marked by accuracy and appropriate momentum. 

While it may seem obvious that children's fluency 
would increase with practice, there was little opportunity 
for the children to immerse themselves in a story prior to 
classroom theatre. The emphasis was on turning pages 
and moving to the next story. Practice was seen as read- 
ing many of the same words in different contexts and 
often translated into skill-and-drill activities. Yet, in class- 
room theatre, the children in Natasha's class were enthu- 
siastic about their practice. As they geared up for the 
final performance, several children met after school 
hours to practice in their play groups, and others ran 
their lines with their parents. 

During the period of classroom theatre, text or- 
chestration took on new meaning for the children in 
Djatasha's classroom, for they were less dependent on an 
adult scaffold than on an integration of multiple and of- 
ten individual resources. For example, Maia's and Jewel's 
sound knowledge of Ebonics allowed them to demon- 
strate both grammar and accent to help Catalina through 
her lines. The children's text-based discussions on creat- 
ing scenes, designing sets, and selecting costumes cen- 
tered their talk on text interpretation. Opportunities to 
draw, design, and enact texts allowed their interpreta- 
tions to benefit from multiple symbolic systems, and 
their reading moved beyond rather clurnsy beginnings. 
Through the interplay of talk, personal experience, 
drawing, and acting, they gained linguistic and physical 
wingspread, ultimately moving into smoother flight. 



The flight of reading 

I feeljne about reading. During the months of the 
first few classroom theatre sessions the children held to 
the original dichotomy that separated reading and acting. 
Although they consistently read stories from their basal 
text in roles during this period, they felt that acting did 
not begin until they were allowed out of their seats. One 
story, Say Hello, Vanessa (Sharmat, 19791, particularly in-
trigued them, and several children asked Natasha's per-
mission to perform it for the class, which she readily 
granted. When I asked them how they constructed their 
performance, they explained: 

Jewel: We just read it. 

Maia: Well, a reread out the lines that arewere sup-
posed to do and then we acted them out. 

Shelby: Iiow. what's the difference to you guys between 
reading the lines out loud and acting them out? 

Bart: Acting is funner. 

Maia: YA! 

Shelby: It's funner. Hoar come? 

Jewel: Better than re:ading ... 'Cause reading is boring. 
You just go "La la la la la" [humming in a mo-
notone, scanning an imaginary page with her 
eyes1 

Shelby: La la la la la. [laughs]Do you agree with her. 
Bart? [He nods1 How come? 

Bart: I flunked because of reading, that's why 

Shelby: 0:: :h.[General laughter from the kids1 

Maia. Ya, that's why he's back in third grade. 

Bart: Reading is a devil worship. 

Shelby: Is a devil worship? [laughsl You're kidding! 

Bart: It's Satan. 

Maia: I flunked too. 

Bart: It's Satan. 

Shelby: Reading is Satan. But acting is okay? 

Chorus: Ya! 

Maia: It's fun 

Jewel: I know. It's fun and you get to move ARO::UND. 

Bart: I know! [said in affirmation of Jewel's comment] 

Jewel: And talk. TALK! 

Bart: And you can be ...different. You see. like I'm 
Craig Badger-[the character he plays1 anyway. I 
can act like him. I don't have to act like my own 
self. 

Shelby: Oh. Well. what does that mean when you act 
like someone different? 

Bart: It's funner. Like you get to learn how THEY act. 
(1'31/91) 

Reading was "boring" typified by Jewel's monotone 
hum, while acting offered opportunities to have fun, to 

"move AR0::UND" and to "TALK."In Bart's view Satan 
symbolized reading and "flunked" him, while acting re-
leased him to be somebody other than himself. 

Over time most children came to realize that read-
ing was an important part of acting, and as they were in-
creasingly allowed to move and to talk, their attitudes 
about reading began to shift. Nowhere is the shift more 
obvious than in the children's reflective writing. The fol-
lowing excerpts were taken after their final performances 
for the school. Natasha asked them to write about their 
performance with a particular emphasis on how they felt 
about reading. Fourteen out of the 16 children expressed 
positive feelings about themselves as readers. 

I felt proud of myself in front [ofl people. I liked have-
ing my mom here. My mom said good work. My read-
ing was improving. (Stella, 4/22/91) 

I felt osum (awesome). I felt cool. Good job. I felt cool 
about reading. I thought it was cool. Everything. I din't 
hate aney thing. (Bobby) 

I felt brity (pretty) good about my mom being here be-
cause she likes to see me doing plays and stuf like that. 
I like to read a lot because you can lern things from 
books. I like the way I did my reading because I think 
I am a good reader. (Jewel) 

I liked dowing (doing) the play. I didn't deslike anythe-
ing. (Henry) 

I feel reading is fair and I like Readers Theater . . .I would 
like to do this again. Why! Because I like to act plays. 
(Maia) 

I feeled like happy. (Ravi) 

I feel so good. I feel so neet. I feel cool. I lik the best 
was plays. (Saul) 

I feel good doing classroom theater. I feel fine about 
reading. (Tyrone) 

Many of the children's comments reflect a reversal 
from the feelings they had shared at the beginning of the 
year. Now they felt "proud," "fine," "cool,""neet" (neat), 
and "osum" (awesome). The word boring, so prevalent 
in their earlier discussions, was not mentioned. The 
words hate and deslike (dislike) appear only in reference 
to not hating or disliking anything. 

Two of the children, however, still expressed nega-
tive feelings. Tomas wrote "I felt stopet (stupid)" in refer-
ence to being embarrassed in front of the large 
audience, and Bart wrote: "Very dum it's I don't like 
reading." Interestingly enough, these two boys had per-
formed a scene from Dr. De Soto (Steig, 19821, which 
was the most well-received play by the student audi-
ence. Both also told me in a later interview that they 
wanted to do more classroom theatre. 

The audience response was very confirming. They 
laughed and cheered, and one room sent a thank-you 
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booklet with multiple illustrations from favorite scenes 
and positive comments. On the cover of the book, their 
teacher wrote the words: "Thank you, Room 21. We love 
Classroom Theater. You are all stars!" Each child in her 
room sent their individual praise. For example, one child 
wrote, "I enjoed seeing you ghys. you were GREAT! (this 
was accompanied by a drawing of the audience mur- 
muring "Wow!" "Neat!" and "Ha. Ha."). 

Relatives too were very supportive. Grandmothers, 
parents, cousins, and siblings attended the show; over 
two thirds of the children had a family member in the 
audience. They stayed after to hug and congratulate the 
performers. Many parents complimented Natasha and 
Bill. Jewel's mother told me that classroom theatre made 
a "big difference" in her daughter's attitude about read- 
ing. Bobby's mother said that her son was now consider- 
ing a "career in the theatre." 

After classroom theatre-wanting to believe against the 
current of doubt 

There was a great outcryin. The bent backs straighted up. 
Old and young who were called slaves and could fly 
joined hands.. .They rose on the air.. .Way above the plan- 
tation. way over the slavery land. Say they flew away to 
Free-dom. 

...So they say. The Overseer told it. The one called 
Master said it was a lie, a trick of the light. The Driver 
kept his mouth shut. (Hamilton, 1985. pp. 171-172. 
Reprinted by permission.) 

The weeks that followed the children's perfor- 
mance were rewarding in many ways but discouraging 
in others. The spotlight on success shone brightly for a 
few days but then began to fade. When I showed play 
groups the video of their performance, some fondly rem- 
inisced about their day in the limelight and asked to see 
their video repeated. As Greg and Bobby watched their 
video, Greg said, "They're laughin' [laughs]. See, they 
didn't stop laughin'." and Bobby suggested, "We should 
be going into comedy!" I asked the boys about their 
mothers' reactions. 

Bobby: 	 My mom really liked it. She kept on bragging on 
about it. And she was like "You shoulda 
beenw-my dad's name is Bob and she was like 
"Bob, you shoulda been there. It was so funny. 
Oh, it was so good. Oh. I loved it. Oh. DA. DA. 
DA, DA. DA" 

Shelby: How did that make you feel? 

Bobby: I was like "Gee whiz, Mom, it was only like a 
comedy act." 

Greg: Do you know what my mom did? ...You know 
the program? Well, she took it home and then 

she started showing the next-door neighbors, 
my dad. friends in San Francisco! 

Shelby: Do you think it was because of . . .the fact that 
you illustrated it? 

Greg: Ya, that was the only reason why they showed 
it. [She called] EVERY OKE of her friends in 
Cedar City. She ...called my grandmom! (5/5/91) 

The news for many of the children was positive. They 
could read. Catalina's mother was ',proud," Saul's brother 
said he "did good," and Tomas's mother told him "Great 
job!" 

The teacher down the hall, who taught the chil- 
dren science, began to call on them to read. As Catalina 
explained: "Last time, she didn't choose us that much. 
Now she chooses us a lot of times ...because she didn't 
know we were good readers. Now that she's seen our 
classroom theatre-now she chooses us'' (5/7/91). 
Natasha gave the following explanation: 

Well, I think [the teacher] was really impressed because 
she has a lot of these kids in the afternoon and-[pausel 
You know. I have a group of third graders who really 
don't want to do  anything and so she probably carries the 
weight and reads to them and does everything-gives 
everything to them .... I think that maybe in the beginning 
[she] might have asked them to read things and they 
couldn't. I mean Bart was almost a nonreader when he 
came in here .... So now I think she sees that they can ac- 
tually handle stuff, and it's made her expectations go up. 
(5/7/91) 

For many children shifting the weight from the teacher 
to their own shoulders actually lightened their load. 

A central issue for some children was respect. They 
had carefully constructed their performance invitation, 
inviting children who were their age or younger. They 
felt that if they messed up the younger children wouldn't 
know the difference, but the older children would tease 
them. After the performance, some children found re- 
spect in surprising quarters: 

Catalina: Well, [classroom theatre] didn't change just my 
reading, it changed my life. 

Shelby: How? 

Catalina: Because, first I thought reading was a drag, 
and ...it's like-Oh. my God, just reading. Koar 
I think reading is more important .... When my 
cousin said that if he saw me on TV with the 
[performance] video tape, he might even, like. 
respect me more. My 17-year-old cousin, 
Roberto. I'm like. "You're crazy. You gotta 
respect me, I'm bigger than you." 

Shelby: 	 [laughsl But now he respects you 'cause of your 
reading? 
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Catalina: Almost everybody can respect me more 
(5/7/91) 

For other children the glow of their experience faded 
quickly. Saul and Mickey now "hated" their performance, 
and when I asked Saul about reading he replied, "I still 
feel stupid." Tyrone and Ravi told me they didn't think 
classroom theatre made a difference in their reading. 
Tyrone said, "I read worser than before .... Because I 
used to read better" (5/5/91). Yet, he too had noticed 
the difference in the science teacher and wanted a copy 
of the videotape for his mom. 

In her reading instruction, Natasha continued to 
extend her wait time before supplying the children with 
words. She also assigned them roles and encouraged vo- 
cal expression. When she read to the children she read 
with panache, changing her voice for different charac- 
ters. But with the demands of the end-of-the-year activi- 
ties and the rush to finish the third-grade basal, the time 
for extended classroom theatre projects was over. A few 
weeks before the end of school I assembled a small 
group of children to discuss their reading progress since 
the final performance. 

Shelby: How have you been reading? 


Bart: Dumbly 


Greg: We don't like the books we read 


Maia: The reading books. 


Shelby: Why don't you like them? 


Bart: They're retarded 


Maia: The stories. They're weird! 


Shelby: Have you guys been doing any kind of class- 

room theatre? 


Chorus: NO! (5/23/91) 


The children talked about a play that they were 
trying to organize from a basal story, Harald and the 
Giant Knight (Carrick, 1982). Natasha gave them time to 
build a castle and think about a possible performance, 
but this had to fit into the schedule of the end-of-the- 
year test battery. 

Bobby: We decided to take [the story1 and change it 
around a whole lot. 

Shelby: Have you written the script? 

Bobby: No, we're still thinking on the script. 

Shelby: That's real critical. Do you have time to be able 
to think about the script? 

Bart: No. All we do is read, read, read, read until we 
drop and die. 

Chorus: [Laughter] 

Stella: We don't want to read, read, read. read these 
stupid books. 

Maia: But, Greg can't take over 'cause ...it was our idea 
to make the castle and he was in Ms. Hoover's 
testing. 

Greg: Everytime we always ask [Natasha] if we can do 
the plays she says ... 

Maia: "KO, go sit down. Sh" 

Greg: She says, "After the spelling test." 

Bart: "After your reading." 

Greg: "Tomorrow, tomorrow we'll do it" and then she 
says, "No, are  cannot do it toda::~!" 

Stella: "Maybe a week. Maybe next year." (5/23/91) 

The children's despondency over the shift from acting 
to "read, read, read, read" was perhaps exaggerated, for 
Natasha had explained to me many times that her stu- 
dents often stressed the negative over the positive. They 
also had little sympathy for the kind of pressures a 
teacher might face at the end of the year. Natasha had 
already devoted an extensive amount of time to class- 
room theatre, which easily could have resulted in a need 
to move on with her basal program. 

All the children had things to say about the differ- 
ences between reading in class and classroom theatre, 
but when Stella spoke the others stopped and nodded 
in agreement. 

Shelby: 	 What do you think are the differences, if there 
are any, between the stories that you read in 
your reader and the stories that are  read for 
classroom theatre? 

Maia: The classroom theatre ones are better 

Stella: 'Cause we're IN 'em.... We get to be in them and 
everything. We get to practice. We don't just 
read one story and go on to the next and the 
next and the next. 

Shelby: By spending more time on the stories. what do 
you think happens to the way you think about 
that story? 

Stella: You get to know it more. You read it and you 
read it. and you start to feel like you're in it al- 
ready. (5 /23/91) 

Stella's comments capture what many children had artic- 
ulated throughout the year. Even though reading was 
part of acting, it was a different kind of reading--one 
that called for immersion in the text, not a glance at the 
surface. For Stella and the other children nodding in 
agreement, practice was not repetitive or boring, but al- 
lowed them to become a part of the text-to get inside. 

Tomiis, who a few weeks earlier had said he felt 
stupid in the performance, noted that in classroom the- 
atre there were "longer things to read .... If you're reading 
a book the teacher only picks you once and you don't 
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read that long ...[but in classroom theatre] you get to read 
a lot." (5/7/91) 

Many of the children believed in their flight of 
reading and successful performance, while others began 
to doubt. Maybe, as the opening quote to this section in- 
dicates, it was just a trick of the light. Certainly, as they 
returned to their classroom reading, they all realized it 
was a passing phenomenon. The very important changes 
that continued to be a part of Natasha's instruction were 
too subtle for the children to notice. They only knew 
that if indeed they had ever taken flight, now they were 
back on the ground. 

Discussion 

The slaves who could not fly told about the people who 
could fly to their children. When they were free. When 
they sat close before the fire in the free land. they told it. 
They did so love firelight and Free-dom. and tellin. 

They say that the children of the ones who could not 
fly told their children. And now. me, I have told it to you. 
(Hamilton, 1985. p. 172. Reprinted by permission.) 

Learning to read is a remarkable event in the life 
of a young child. Many of the adults who surround chil- 
dren read with ease, and in these commercial times it is 
hard to imagine a child living in a world without words. 
Still, reading is often the great divider. Those who can- 
not read are made to feel less than adequate, and in U.S. 
classrooms children who read poorly are often labeled, 
pulled out, and offered piecemeal and slowed-down in- 
struction. 

The children in Natasha's classroom did not have 
to live with all of the injuries done to those with reading 
difficulties. Natasha was a bright and energetic teacher, 
who cared deeply for her children. But by the time they 
came to her classroom, their years of schooling made it 
clear that being called special was not necessarily good. 
They were well aware of their own perceived inadequa- 
cies, and, when they looked around for something to 
blame, they uniformly blamed reading. 

Natasha's beginning-of-the-year instructional strate- 
gies were a reflection of her training with special chil- 
dren that emphasized careful guidance and narrow 
frames for talk. Her children had a history of failure, and 
in rewriting this history she constructed a protective scaf- 
fold that she hoped would ensure success-though its 
effect was often just the opposite. Natasha herself taught 
within an overarching scaffold of packaged programs 
and testing. 

Caught between a rock and a hard place, each 
time Natasha tried to move out of traditional frames. re- 
jecting what she called "meaningless" workbooks and 
phonics drill, inviting her children to tell their stories and 

dramatically telling her own, she felt the constraints of a 
system that placed emphasis on children's mastery of 
language skills often highlighted in fill-in-the-blank talk. 

In such an atmosphere, the orchestration of read- 
ing resources narrows. Children have little opportunity 
to attack a word, discuss possibilities, or enact interpreta- 
tions, and their attitudes reflect the results of a reading 
process that is primarily teacher-dependent, 

Within classroom theatre, however, resources ex- 
panded to include increased opportunities for peer dis- 
cussion, resulting in an interplay of ideas and opinions 
as Natasha's children negotiated, argued, confirmed, or 
challenged one another's interpretations. The text be- 
came a prop for multiple narratives-a resource, not the 
sole source. In the midst of such talk, the children called 
on background knowledge, blending their understand- 
ings into others. They became decision-makers and ex- 
perts as they interpreted the words and did not simply 
turn the pages. 

Through increased opportunities for practice, the 
children not only got inside the text but improved their 
accuracy and momentum. Moving beyond talk, they ex- 
panded the resources available for the orchestration of 
reading, sketching out their ideas for sets, creatively ap- 
plying makeup, and physically moving into the character 
and scene through gesture, eye gaze, and stance. 

Before this article concludes, however, it's impor- 
tant to talk about some of the limitations of the study. 
First I need to respond to the necessary and often goad- 
ing question that appears in any research: "So what?" 
This has a particular ring in a study that had, in many 
ways, the best of all worlds: a talented and hard-working 
teacher, a dynamic director, 17 children eager to change 
their school experience, and a researcher equipped with 
ample energy and experience to help shape the study. 

The fact that Bill was a talented artist-in-residence 
with over 20 years of experience would make many 
teachers wonder how they could manage such a pro- 
gram on their own. The small class size alone would 
cause many to be skeptical. More important, the study 
did not address what might happen to struggling readers 
in different grade levels. As turned off as the children 
were to school, they had not completely shut the door. 
I wonder if adolescents with 5 to 6 more years of similar 
schooling would be as amenable to trying out a dramatic 
curriculum. 

In addition, the study was supported by a small 
grant to purchase books as well as inexpensive set and 
costume materials-purchases that would ordinarily 
come out of a teacher's pocket if they were made at all. 
Thus, the positive features of the study cause questions 
about the resources provided, about replicability, and, 
even more seriously, about what happens after the major 
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players move on. In an interview I conducted with a fo- . . 

cus group of children in the year following the study, 
Maia, Jewel, Stella, Bobby, Bart, and Max told me that 
they were not involved in any kind of dramatic activity. 
They had new teachers, but they were back to the old 
routine of round robin reading. 

Yet, this study, though not experimental in design 
in the traditional sense, was akin to what Brown (1992) 
called a design expen'rnent: "a design scientist [in educa- 
tion]...attempt[sl to engineer innovative educational envi- 
ronments and simultaneously conducts experimental 
study of those innovations" (p. 141). Design experiments 
evolve over time as the voices of community members 
contribute to the study's growth. Rather than attempt to 
isolate or eliminate different variables, design scientists 
try to orchestrate and account for the multiple variables 
that push and pull on one another in complex ways. 

In thinking about design experiments in terms of 
her own work, Brown noted that the positive features of 
reciprocal teaching have often been dismissed as rnerety 
the results of a Hawthorne effect, which suggests that 
any innovative experiment will bring about change. Yet, 
in reviewing the original Hawthorne research, she sug- 
gested that secondary sources have built an exaggerated 
myth around the results. 

Received wisdom tells us that in an experiment conduct- 
ed at the Hawthorne plant of Western Electric in the 
1920s, psychologists examined the working conditions of 
plant workers doing repetitive tasks. The major finding 
quoted in secondary sources is that irrespective of what 
one does to improve or degrade conditions, productivity 
goes up .... The standard interpretation of these findings is 
that the mere presence of a research team will lead to en- 
hanced performance because of the motivational effect of 
the attention received by the "subjects." (p. 163) 

Brown found that secondary-source claims oversimpli- 
fied what was in reality a complex phenomenon in 
which workers' productivity was linked to their percep- 
tions of management's effort to make positive change. In 
her research on reciprocal teaching, Brown claimed to 
deliberately search for a Hawthorne effect-a search for 
"improved cognitive productivity under the control of 
the learners ...with a theoretical rationale for why things 
work" (p. 167). 

In the present study, my own search for a 
Hawthorne effect centers on the shifts in instruction, or- 
chestration, and attitudes as the participants constructed 
a classroom theatre and met together to discuss, argue, 
interpret, and enact written text. The events of the study 
were carefully and collaboratively planned and tracked, 
resulting in a complexity that is more of a reflection of 
life than what we normally perceive of as an experiment 

Although a comparison between round robin read- 
ing with classroom theatre could be likened to compar- 
ing apples and oranges, and thus bring on comments of 
"No wonder!", round robin reading was not a part of the 
intervention. Round robin reading was what Natasha and 
her children did prior to the onset of classroom theatre. 

Still, the focus here is not on the inefficacy of read- 
ing instruction already much maligned in the research lit- 
erature (e.g., Cox & Zarrillo, 1997), but on how a smart 
teacher who was still fairly attached to such a program 
began to reshape her reading instniction and what hap- 
pened when her children were given license to express 
themselves in multiple ways through the work of a long- 
term project. 

Thus, the children's words and work provide an in- 
sider's view of theory into practice. Children, who were 
ordinarily viewed as at risk for school failure, who hated 
reading, and who had been held apart, achieved success, 
read, and came together to reach out and show their tal- 
ents and display their thoughts to their community. 

Through classroom theatre, the children in this 
study entered into an extended relationship with written 
text. They took on the roles of actor, character, and 
reader developing their initial ideas through a process 
of negotiation into concrete decisions for a final perfor- 
mance. This is how the iterative and reiterative collabo- 
rative process of accomplishing the transfer of texts into 
action functions in the real world, but it is not always the 
case in school. 

The children's plans and performances were not an 
artificial exercise, but a project of authentic action por- 
trayed in a series of highly instrumental symbolic sys- 
tems. By having extended opportunities to think, talk, 
move, draw, plan, and perform, the children in this 
study connected not only with the reading texts at hand 
but with a range of multiple texts that are a part of mak- 
ing meaning in the world. 

Natasha and her children began the year within a 
narrow frame for interpretation, which opened up dur- 
ing the period of classroom theatre and then narrowed 
once again, though not to its original shape, after the fi- 
nal performance. Natasha made a strong commitment to 
classroom theatre-she shifted her schedule, wrote let- 
ters to parents, and participated in all classroom theatre 
activities. And after the final performance was over, 
when the costumes were folded and put away, the sets 
dismantled, and Bill had said his good-byes, the echoes 
of classroom theatre could still be heard in Natasha's in- 
struction through increased wait time, the assignment of 
roles, and in her encouragement of vocal as well as 
physical expression. In our last formal interview, Natasha 
commented as follows: 
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I think that they have much more confidence now and 
they're not so afraid of making mistakes. And I can't say 
that their reading has changed that much. I can't. Or even 
that their comprehension has changed, at least not in any 
visible way. But, I think their confidence has and I think 
that they're motivated to explore that realm of reading. 
Whereas, it wasn't open to them before. Reading was 
only: You open a book and you struggle with the words 
and you have a test, or you don't know what it's saying. 
or it's moving all over the page. Now, they see a story 
and they think, "Oh, well maybe a re  can act this out. Or 
maybe we can do this or maybe we can . . . ." And actually 
even before [classroom theatre1 ...they were kind of a per- 
formance-oriented group. But they never wanted to take 
the words from the books. They just wanted to take the 
ideas and then make up their own. 

But. now I think they'd be more open to actually ex- 
ploring the words. And that's important because that's 
what they're going to have to do. They're going to have 
to take written stuff and deal with it. So if they can deal 
with it in a positive way like they did with this perfor- 
mance. I think it, hopefully, will have an impact in the 
long run. It has had a short-term impact. It's hard to say 
how it's going to carry. but-Hey! They had a good expe- 
rience reading. For some of them it was their very FIRST 
good experience reading. So you know that's going to 
make a difference. It has to. (51'7191) 

While the experience of classroom theatre was an 
extremely positive one, it was not enough to ensure the 
elimination of all reading difficulties, and the reasons for 
this, I believe, are best explained by the fact that the in- 
tervention was substantially grounded in theories of 
reader response with a strong emphasis on alternative 
modes of expression. 

This is not to discount these theories; indeed, they 
accotsnt for much of what occurred within the classroom 
theatre itself. But it is to say that classroom theatre did 
not, and perhaps could not, address all the needs of the 
children. These needs are well articulated by Pearson 
(1996). 

In reading, the enabling features of instruction-phonics 
skills, word analysis strategies, vocabulary knowledge, 
and explicit comprehension strategies-have been de-em- 
phasized in favor of reader response to literature .... The 
presumption, as near as I can tell, is that through mean- 
ingful encounters with the great ideas of good literature, 
all those skills that we used to regard as prerequisite to 
independence in reading will emerge and develop quite 
naturally. without arduous effort on the part of teachers. 
thus allowing students to read new texts on their own. 
(pp. 259-2601 

Pearson went on to explain that "we have all but accept- 
ed the premise that skills, e.g., phonics, grammar, text 
conventions, and structural elements, are better caught 

in the act of reading and writing genuine texts for au- 
thentic purposes than taught directly and explicitly by 
teachers" (p. 266, emphasis in the original). Yet, this can- 
not be the case. Reading is a complex process that calls 
on the orchestration of multiple skills, including a much 
needed mastery of phonetic and lexical information, 
which plays only a minor role in classroom theatre. 

Thus, the design experiment of classroom theatre 
gave the children a feel for the flight of reading, but I 
worry that it did not take them far enough in the con- 
struction of their own wings. I wonder how much more 
effective this work would have been if, just as Bill was 
able to model elements of classroom theatre, I had mod- 
eled the teaching of phonics and comprehension strate- 
gies. What if my conversations with Natasha had 
included direct talk about how strategy instruction did 
not have to be skill and drill, but could arise in mini- 
lessons within the theatrical and literary context? 

Perhaps my methodological choice of participation 
in classroom theatre and observation during reading in- 
struction sent a message that classroom theatre could do 
it all. Still, I take heart in Natasha's characterization of 
the classroom theatre as many of the children's "very 
FIRST good experience reading." To engage children 
willingly and enthusiastically in strategy instruction, a 
teacher has to display not only the flight plan, but a feel 
for the exhilarating nature of the experience. 

Classroom theatre did provide the children with 
the sense of what it means to be literate (Heath, 1991). It 
was an experience that commanded respect and resulted 
in pride, one that broadened the available resources for 
the orchestration of reading and changed attitudes from 
doubt to belief, if only for a short time. In their flight, the 
children achieved linguistic and physical wingspread, 
soaring through the world of reading and seeing its pos- 
sibilities. Interpretations expanded to include negotiated 
and extended discussion enfolding personal experience, 
art, voice, and gesture as the children learned to shift 
perspectives, not only to see themselves as characters 
or as actors but to see themselves as readers. 

It was perhaps a brief flight, but the children and 
their teacher saw it, and felt it, and knew that it was. And 
as they looked back on their experience, recalling unique 
events and reminiscing about their success. they talked 
about the freedom that reading can bring, if only for a 
moment in their lives, and they did so love the "tellin." 
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APPENDIX 

Analytic categories for features of language and action that marked instructional strategies, orchestration of resources, 
and attitudes. 

Features of language and action that marked instruction- 
al strategies 

1. Teacher talk with a n  emphasis on comprehension: 
"On page 92,  where did this story take place?" 

2. 	Teacher talk with an  emphasis on interpretation: 
"Okay, now, are you going to say it like that, Mickey? 
Don't forget you're the mole ....You are very homely." 

3. Text selectzon: "Because they're not real strong inde- 
pendent a-orkers. .I'm taking them all together in the 
second grade [basal again]." 

4.  Strategies thatprotect children: "This is a very hard 
question and I'm giving it to Catalina 'cause I know 
she can handle it." 

5.  Strategies that encourage risk taking: "Because when 
you're an actor you have to use your voice to tell 
[the audience] who and what you are " 

6. Strategies that reueal scheduling realities: 
Bart: All we do  is read, read, read, read until a-e  

drop and die. 
Maia: But, Greg can't take over 'cause . . .it a-as our 

idea ... and he was in Ms. Hoover's testing. 

Features of language and action that marked orchestra- 
tion of resources 

7. Reading to turn pages: Tomas and Dan checked to 
see how many pages they still had to go. "God, a-e  
got four more!" Tomas exclaimed. 

8. Reading for meaning: "And then Chang falls in, and 
then we can just cut the rest of that [the script] down 
and just put-'and then ta.0 days later right after."' 

9. Emphasis on eqression: '.That's revolting.. .. So would 
you say it like that-'That's revolting' [even intona- 
tion] or-hoa- would you say it?. . . :that's reVO: :Lting!"' 

10. Emphasis on movement "If you were standing rigid, 
what would that look like? Henry, what would it 
look like? ...Stand up. Stand rigid." 

11. Teacher's wait time: 
Bart: "prepared food. It was not unti- until- until?" 
Natasha: Mhm. 
Bart: "until the axle had br- be- been fixed and 

they were ready to eat that Gretchen?" 
Whatever. 

Iiatasha: Oh, no that's right! 

12. Momentum: "At dusk the neighbors from the Ridge 
started gathering at the school house.. . ." In three 
timed readings, Catalina moved from 50 to 25 sec-
onds total for her passage. 

Features of language and action that marked attitudes 
about reading 

13. Children 's entity orientations: "I am a bad reading 
because the a-ay I read is not good ...." 

14. Children's incremental attitudes: "I read good but 
sometimes I mess up a lot but then I just do it again 
just like on my bike a-hen I fall I have to get back 
up .... 

15. Children 'sperceptions of the t~uo kinds of reading: 
"'Cause [in classroom theatre stories] we're IK 'em. 
We get to practice. We don't just read one story and 
go on to the next and the next and the next." 

16. Teachers entity orientation: " I  just basically try to be 
encouraging and take pressure off.. . ." 

17. Teachers incremental attitudes: "Hey, they had a 
good experience reading. For some of them it was 
their very FIRST good experience reading. So you 
know that's going to make a difference. It has to." 

18. Shift in parents' and teachers' attitudes: '.Last time, 
she didn't choose us that much ...because she didn't 
know we were good readers. Now that she's seen 
our classroom theatre-now she chooses us." 




